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Our Fifty Year Experience
in Shell Design

Summary

The concrete shells are nowadays seldom used because
of the cost of the forms and of the labor which are neces-
sary for the construction; at the date, the precasting, which
could raise a new interest for these very efficient structures,
is not taken in due consideration by the construction firms.

Some examples of these structures which were designed

Giuliani Gian Carlo1 and

Giuliani Mauro Eugenio2

by the authors along with the relevant precasting and erec-
tion system are illustrated, with the aim of disseminating
the advantages of the precast shell solution

A selection of shells with double curvature (positive and
negative), as well as barrel vaults, and folded plates units
is illustrated and summarize a more 50 than  year personal
experience in this field.
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The construction methods, which were studied and decided
in the design step, range from in place casting by using
shot crete to the on site and in factory prefabrication, on
ground assembly and lifting to the final position.

In many cases pretension or postension were used.

The methods of analysis which were used range from the
manual solving of the shell theory equations to the use of
structural models and finally to the finite elements tech-
niques.
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1. General classification of the illustrated shells

The characteristics of the shells can be defined by the shape,
the size, the construction method and so on; in the follow-
ing table the above said characteristics are enlisted in or-
der to allow  for an easy reference to the particular features
of all the jobs which are illustrated.

2. The shell roof for the Pio X church in Bolzano -
Italy

The roof is composed of four shells with negative curva-
tures which bear on contour walls leaning outwards; the
shells intersect each other on space  lines edges o over the
altar (figures 1-2)

Figure 1. Plan and sections of the church (main reinforcement shown
in the upper half of the plan) and the main facade

Figure 2. Outside and inside view of the church

The shell thickness of 8 cm in the middle is increased to 12
cm towards the edges. the main dimensions are 55.50 m in
the longitudinal direction and 26.30 in the transversal one.

At the time of the design (1961) the structural analysis by
means of finite elements was not available and therefore a
model was used, mainly to detect the stresses on the shell
edges, while for the inner parts the general shell theory was

used for checking the reliability of the results obtained from
the model.

Double welded meshes were used as general reinforce-
ment while additional rebars were added where necessary
for resisting the membrane stresses; these bars were given
a pattern following in an approximate way the principal di-
rections of the tensile stresses.

Because of the steep surfaces of the shells, the shot-crete
technique was selected as the method of casting.

Figure 3. Shot-crete being applied over the reinforcing meshes and
bars and a detail of the edge reinforcement

3. The roof over the hall of Hotel del Mare in Bordighera
- Italy

The roof is composed of a truncated cone shell which fea-
tures a crown hole and bears a garden on top; a post-
tensioned ring beam supports the shells and restrains the
horizontal forces which are transmitted by means of 36
horizontal steel hinges thus eliminating bending moments
on the shell edge.

Slender and sculptured steel columns with a hinge at mid
height transfer the loads to the foundations.

The outer diameter is 25.90 m, while the one of the crown
hole is 8.00 m

The lower surface of the shell is ribbed in order to better
resist the radial bending moments (figure 4); the thickness
ranges from 16 cm to 8 cm in the valleys and from 36 cm to
16 cm in the ridges.

The structural analysis was performed according to the shell
theory, taking into account the compliance of the radial
deformations of the shell and the ring beam.

The structure was cast in place over a wood form which
was prepared for obtaining a pleasant finishing of the con-
crete which remains in sight.

Figure 4. Outer and inner view of the shell
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4. North light shells for the Alfa Romeo car
factory in Arese - Italy

These shells were designed for on site prefabrication to
cover the car assembly building on columns grid lines lo-
cated at 16.00 centers in both directions.

The plan dimensions of each shell are 14.80 m by 5,33m,
while the thickness is 6 cm with an increasing to 14 cm at
the longitudinal edges; a lower valley beam and an upper
rib add stiffness to the shell.

End diaphragms laying along the shorter dimension close
the pattern of the membrane actions and transfer the verti-
cal loads to a box beam, precast also.

Longitudinal prestress was used to resist the longitudinal
tensile stresses and, thanks to the relevant curvilinear pat-
tern to reduce the bending moments acting in the radial
direction of the shell.

In addition to the dead and the live loads, the shells were
design to support the load of 10.0 kN/m transferred by the
suspensions of the assembly devices.

Figure 5. View of the construction of the assembly building

Figure 5. Casting of the shells and hoisting by means of a gantry
crane moving over the box beams

The structural analysis was performed according to the
barrel vault theory taking into account the compliance of
the displacements of the longitudinal edges of the shell with
the ones of the stiffening rib and valley beam.

The box beams were prefabricated also in two halves which

Figure 5. Formwork and reinforcement of an half of the box beam
and an internal view of the building

feature a folded plate shell behavior; post tensioned cables
allowed for the balance of all the tensile stresses.

5. Warehouses - precast shells for roofing  16m
by 16m  bays - several sites in Italy

These shells were designed for on site prefabrication to
cover a warehouse with columns grid lines located at 16.00
centers in both directions.

The shell features a positive curvature with edge stiffening
beams which were prestressed by strands provisionally
anchored to the self stressing form.

The raise of the shell is 0.85 m and the thickness is 0.05 m
only; the edge beams are 0.60 m. deep and 0.20 m wide

The unit was precast on site and lifted to the top of the
columns by means of hydraulic jacks pulling strands an-
chored to the shell; the final connection was given by high
grade tension bars.

Figure 6. Outer and inner views of the shells

Figure 7. View of the construction site with self stressing form and a
detail of the lifting equipment.

At the time of the design (1971) the structural analysis by
means of finite elements was not available and therefore a
model was used, mainly to detect the stresses on the shell
edges, while for the inner parts the general shell theory was
used for checking the reliability of the results obtained from
the model.

The model allowed for the detection of the buckling also;
the first mode was a complete reversal of the curvature; we
were able to observe this change of shape, without col-
lapse, for a shell which was exposed to a severe accidental
fire.

By overloading the model and evaluating in a simplified way
the reduction of the effective concrete modulus which can
be produced by the long time effects of the concrete shrink-
age and creep we approximately checked the safety factor
of the shell against this kind of buckling.

Our Fifty Year Experience in Shell Design
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6.Factories  - precast pre stressed folded plate
shells - several sites in  Italy

These shells were designed for on site prefabrication to
cover a factory with columns grid lines located at 24.00 m
by 6.00 m centers; the wall thickness is 0.06m...

The folded plate shape was not prismatic but was adjusted
by deforming the surfaces for achieving a longitudinal bro-
ken line shape which was very effective for exploiting the
load bearing action of the straight line prestress.

The shells were precast on self stressing forms, moved by
means of special carts and lifted at the top of the columns
by means of hydraulic jacks pulling strands anchored to
the shell; the final connection was given by high grade ten-
sion bars.

Figure 8. View of a factory under construction and of an unit being
moved from the casting position

Many other shells of this kind were designed also for differ-
ent lengths and widths and with slightly different shapes.

Figure 9. View of another factory under construction

The on site construction method was always the same; the
inclined plates were cast with shotcrete.

The analysis was performed by using the plate theory for
determining the influence displacement coefficients of the
actions on the strip edges and finally by writing the relevant
compliance equations which solve the problem.

We designed the ad hoc  equipment for moving and hoist-
ing the units also.

7. A 20m by 20 m roof unit for a factory in
Dalmine. (Italy)

These units were designed for on site assembling of pre-

Figure 10. Views of the lifting equipment and of the use of the
shotcrete

cast folded plates to cover several factory halls with col-
umns grid lines located at 20.00 m centers in both direc-
tions.

The folded plates were on site precast and are built in with
[shaped end diaphragms which constitute a segment of
the unit main beam; pretensioned strands are located at
both the longitudinal edges of the shell, inside stiffening
ribs; the wall thickness is 0.06m.

A template was used for aligning the shells and grouting of
the joints between the diaphragms was effected; strands
were pulled inside the ducts left in the diaphragms and were
post tensioned.

At the end, the unit was lifted at the top of the columns by
means of hydraulic jacks pulling strands anchored to the
main beam; the final connection was given by a strand cable.

Figure 11. Views of the folded plate prefabricated cage and of the
assembling and erection procedure

Figure 12. View of the connection at the top of the columns and of
the factory bays

8. Prefabricated box houses (Region Friuli
Venezia Giulia - Italy)

Two types of box units are used for construction of the two
story houses; the end ones with three walls, and two floors,
and the intermediate ones  and the composed of with two
walls, and two floors.

The walls feature a sandwich section which include the in-
sulation in between the inner vertical load bearing panel
and the outer architectural panel.

Our Fifty Year Experience in Shell Design
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Both the floors are built in with the edge panels and there-
fore the structural behavior is the one of a 3D shell.

The analysis was performed by means of the general plate
theory equations taking into account the common edge
displacement compliance of the horizontal and the vertical
panels.

The units are completely in factory prefabricated and
equipped with all the wirings, the plumbing, partitions, doors,
windows, floors and so on.

The on site assembling was performed by means of epoxy
grouting and post-tensioning, allowing for a full seismic re-
sistance of the completed house.

The whole system got the full approval of the French Body
C.S.T.B.

Sun panels are applied to the South-West facades for pro-
ducing hot water to be used in the house services and for
the winter heating system

Figure 12 . View of a row of completed houses and scheme of the
unit assembling

Figure 13. The form for the in the plan casting and the
erection of an unit

9. Huge silos in Portoscuso (Italy)

N. 3 huge silos (diameter 42 m, height 36 m) with thin walls
(0.25 m thick) which were pre stressed by means of cir-
cumferential cables; the thin shell roof (0.12-0.08 m thick)
was cast at ground level inside the walls, pre stressed and
lifted to the design height.

The analysis was performed by means of the general coni-
cal shell theory equations taking into account the common
edge displacement compliance of the sequential elements.

10. A 30m by 30 m roof unit for the Aeritalia
hangar in the Turin airport. (Italy)

These units were designed for on site assembling of pre-
cast shells to cover an hangar with columns grid lines lo-
cated at 30.00 m centers in both directions.

Figure 14. Views of the shell roof during the lifting and of the in
progress construction of the silos

The shells were in factory precast and are built in with
[shaped end diaphragms which constitute a segment of
the unit main beam; pretensioned strands are located at
both the longitudinal edges of the shell, inside stiffening
ribs; the wall thickness is 0.06m.

A tilt casting position was selected for avoiding a double
form; after the demoulding the shells were rotated in the
final position and transported to the erection site.

Figure 8. View of the reinforcement and of the casting of the shell in
the factory

Figure 9. View of the demoulding and rotation of the shell and of the
on site assembly of the roof unit

A template was used for aligning the shells and grouting of
the joints between the diaphragms was effected; strands
were pulled inside the ducts left in the diaphragms and were
post tensioned.

At the end, the unit was lifted at the top of the columns by
means of hydraulic jacks pulling strands anchored to the
main beam; the final connection was given by a strand cable.

The rails of an overhead crane, capable of a 200 kN lift,
were suspended from the main beams.

The preliminary analysis was performed according to the
barrel vault theory taking into account the compliance of

Our Fifty Year Experience in Shell Design
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the displacements of the longitudinal edges of the shell with
the ones of the stiffening rib and valley beam; in order to
evaluate the safety factor against buckling, a non linear fi-
nite element analysis was performed for the final design.

Figure 8. Inner and outer views of the hangar

11. Folded plate shells for the base building of
the Malaga Airport control tower (Spain) and
precast negative curvature shells for the shaft
ribs (*)

These shells constitute the two different level roof of the
tower base service building; each shell is replicated 12 times
following a circular symmetry around the vertical axe of the
tower (figure 9).

The supports are constituted by vertical columns located
on the polygonal inner edge and by X shaped struts on the
outer edge; these struts are erected in an inclined position
with the lower vertex connected to a spherical bearing.

Figure 9. A bird's eye view of the completed shells and the facade X
shaped struts

Because of the flat surfaces, the reinforcement was com-
posed of a double welded wire mesh with additional rebars
located close to the valleys and the ridges; at the connec-
tion of the upper and lower shells, where the contact sur-
faces are narrow, postensionied cables were used instead
of the rebars.

Figure 10. Scaffolding and forms for the shells and inside view of a
lower one with the ball bearing detail

Although the shells were designed for a segmental circular
casting which required one formwork only, the construction
firm had to proceed with a complete round scaffolding and
form in order to reduce the construction time (figure (10).

The shot-crete technique was used for the casting of the
shells.

The X facade struts were constructed by jointing two pre-
fabricated V shaped members by means of postensioned
threaded bars.

The tower shaft has a strong visual impact and is composed
of three-dimensional shell precast elements for the seg-
ments of the six wide body ribs which constitute the struc-
ture, supports the vertical loads and resist the seismic and
the wind actions.

The above said shells were constructed by using the "match-
ing concrete" technology (figure 11), i.e. casting each ele-
ment in a form next to another already cast one, to allow for
a "dry" joint erection with a thin layer of epoxy resin and
reinforced by post-tensioned bars.

(*) structural design by M.E. Giuliani architect B. Fairbanks

Figure 11. "Matching Concrete" casting technique for the ribs and
element being hoisted

12. Folded plate girders for a bridge on the Po
river (Italy)

The bridge features continuous pre stressed girders with
an inverted omega folded plate section, to carry two pipe-
lines and to contain and drain any oil leakage.

The spans are 36.00 m wide and the post-tensioned gird-
ers are continuous over 7 or 8 columns; the 1370 m long
bridge was divided in 6 independent sections (figure 12).

For the erection system the self launching was selected;
this bridge constitutes the first Italian example of the use of
this technology.

Provisional front and rear steel gantries as well as addi-
tional, external post tensioning cables were used during
the launching.

The casting of the inclined webs was performed by using
shot-crete; reinforcing bars and post tensioning cables were
used (figure 13).

The analysis was performed by using the plate theory for
determining the influence displacement coefficients of the
actions on the strip edges and finally by writing the relevant
compliance equations which solve the problem.

We designed the ad hoc equipment for the bridge launch-
ing also.

Our Fifty Year Experience in Shell Design
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Figure 12 View of the bridge during the launching

Figure 13. View of the assembled reinforcement and of the relevant
design scheme

13. Conclusions

Although the common opinion is that concrete shells should
no longer used, the architectural elegance and the struc-
tural efficiency which can be exploited by studying and de-
signing these elements, including the relevant construction
methods can not be dropped, even at the date, without any,
at least preliminary investigation.

According to the design and construction experience earned
with the illustrated examples, precast solutions are very of-
ten highly cost effective if the constructor has the suitable
level of expertise required.

In many cases, while it may be far more exacting in terms of
engineering, precasting is the only available choice because
it is far more competitive than on site conventional con-
struction with regard to price, the quality of the work and
construction time.

The coupling of the shell load bearing capacity and the
precasting technique results in a very high structural effi-
ciency, as well as in a low construction price and in the

minimum material consumption, and therefore in a more
sustainable construction.

As a recommendation, it is necessary to stress that
precasting is one of the basic choices that needs to be
made at the very beginning of the design process; the con-
version of a conventional structure into a precast one very
rarely turns out to be the best choice or completely free of
compromises.

One needs to decide on precasting straightaway, evaluat-
ing the pros and cons before adopting it or, on the contrary,
deciding to go for a conventional structure.

When major buildings are dealt with, all aspects of deci-
sion about precasting must be carefully considered again
at the design stage, because the system and method of
assembly and erection generate temporary actions which
may require changes of the structural sizing. Not to men-
tion the technical/cost effectiveness of such a decision.

We should, however, point out that the opportunities to gain
and implement considerable skill and mastery in the field
of shell concrete constructions are becoming fewer and
fewer and those companies operating in the field of
precasting are often the safe-keepers of the remaining ex-
perience and the necessary aptitudes

New-concepts in the load-bearing system are needed to
optimize the construction system and therefore:

long  live  the  shell!
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Structural Design and
Construction of Diagrids for
Complex-shaped Tall Buildings

Summary

Early design of tall buildings culminated with the emergence
of the International Style, which produced many Miesian
towers all over the world for decades. Today’s diverse de-
sign directions prevalent for tall buildings, however, have
produced various building forms, such as freeform and other
non-Miesian forms such as twisted and tilted forms. This
paper investigates performance-based structural design
solutions for various complex-shaped tall buildings. Among
many different structural systems developed for tall build-
ings, an emphasis is placed on the study of diagrid sys-
tems, which are very widely used for today’s tall buildings
due to their structural efficiency and distinctive architectural
aesthetics.

For each complex form category, tall buildings are designed
with diagrid systems, and their structural efficiency is stud-
ied in conjunction with building forms. In order to investi-
gate the impacts of various important geometric configura-
tions of complex-shaped tall buildings, such as the degree
of fluctuation of freeform, rate of twisting and angle of tilt-
ing, parametric models are generated using appropriate
computer programs. The models are then exported to struc-
tural engineering software for design and analyses. Based
on the study results, design considerations as well as con-
struction issues are discussed for more efficient use of
diagrids for complex-shaped tall buildings.

Keywords

diagrids, tall buildings, steel structures, complex-shape.

Theme

tall buildings – structural design – wind loads

1. Introduction

Since the application of the diagrid structural system for
major tall buildings, such as the 30 St Mary Axe of 2004 in
London and the Hearst Headquarters Tower of 2006 in New
York, its use, especially for tall buildings, has continuously
been increased. The diagrid system, with its diagonals’ axial
actions, provides very efficient structures for tall buildings,
the design of which is generally governed by lateral stiff-

Kyoung Sun Moon

ness. With no vertical perimeter members in general, diagrid
structures produce very unique and distinguished architec-
tural aesthetics in any existing urban context.

Today, as is true of other buildings types, many different
design directions and consequently produced various build-
ing forms are prevalently found in tall buildings. The struc-
tural efficiency of diagrids for tall buildings of conventional
prismatic building forms has already been well proven by
researchers and engineers. This paper studies the struc-
tural efficiency of diagrid systems employed for tall build-
ings of complex forms including freeform and other non-
prismatic forms such as twisted and tilted forms. While an
emphasis is placed on the study of diagrid structures, other
alternative structural systems such as braced tubes and
outrigger systems are also discussed comparatively.

In order to investigate the impacts of variation of important
geometric configurations of complex-shaped tall buildings,
such as the degree of fluctuation of freeform, rate of twist-
ing and angle of tilting, parametric structural models are
generated using Rhino/Grasshopper. The models are ex-
ported to structural engineering software such as SAP 2000
for design and analyses. Based on the study results, de-
sign considerations are discussed for more efficient and
integrative use of diagrids for complex-shaped tall build-
ings.

2. Fundamentals of structural design of diagrids
for tall buildings

A diagrid structure is modeled as a vertical cantilever beam
on the ground, and subdivided longitudinally into modules
according to the repetitive diagrid pattern. Each module is
defined by a single level of diagrids that extend over mul-
tiple stories. Figure 1 illustrates the case of a 6-story mod-
ule. In order to more accurately estimate the lateral rigidity
provided by diagrids, all the required lateral stiffness is al-
located to the perimeter diagrids, and core structures, omit-
ted in Figure 1, are only gravity systems.

Depending on the direction of loading, the faces act as ei-
ther web planes (i.e., planes parallel to wind) or flange planes
(i.e., planes perpendicular to wind). The diagonal members
are assumed to be pin-ended, and therefore resist the trans-
verse shear and moment through axial action only. With this
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nals on each flange plane; δ is the contribution of web di-
agonals for bending rigidity; B is the building width in the
direction of applied force.

3. Freeform diagrid tall buildings

As a building’s form becomes more irregular, finding an
appropriate structural system for better performance and
constructability is essential to successfully carry out the
project. The diagrid structural system has great potential to
be developed as one of the most appropriate structural
solutions for irregular freeform towers. It is a very challenging
task to accurately define and construct any freeform tower
due to its complex geometry. If a freeform tower’s geom-
etry is defined by polygons other than triangles, its origi-
nally designed form is more vulnerable to distortion during
construction. Triangular structural geometric units naturally
defined by diagrid structural systems can specify any ir-
regular freeform tower more accurately without distortion.

Diagrid systems are employed for 60-story freeform tall
buildings to investigate their structural performance.
Freeform geometries are generated using sine curves of
various amplitudes and frequencies. For the purpose of
comparison, preliminary member sizes for the 60-story con-
ventional rectangular box form diagrid tall building shown
in Figure 2 are generated first to satisfy the maximum lat-
eral displacement requirement of a five hundredth of the
building height.

idealization, the design problem reduces to determining the
cross-sectional area of typical web and flange members
for each module. Following the design methodology devel-
oped by Moon et al. (2007), Equation 1 and 2 expresses
the diagrid module’s shear and bending stiffness based on
the web and flange plane members respectively.

(1)

(2)

Member sizes for the modules can be computed using
Equations (3) and (4) customized for each design case.

(3)

(4)

Ad,w is the area of each diagonal on the web; Ad,f is the
area of each diagonal on the flange; V is shear force; M is
moment; Ld is the length of diagonal; Ed is the modulus of
elasticity of steel; θ is the angle of diagonal members; y is
transverse shear strain; x is curvature; Nd,w is the number of
diagonals on each web plane; Nd,f is the number of diago-

Figure 1. Typical diagrid module

Figure 2. 60-story diagrid tower’s deformed shape in 3D (left) and
undeformed section through core in 2D (right)

The building’s plan dimensions are 36 x 36 meters with an
18 x 18-meter gravity core at the center and typical story
heights of 3.9 meters. The SEI/ASCE Minimum Design
Loads for Buildings and Other Structures is used to estab-
lish the wind load. The structures are assumed to be in
Chicago and within category III, which implies that there is
a substantial hazard to human life in the event of failure.
Based on the code, the basic wind speed is 40.2 meters
per second (90 mile per hour). One percent damping is

Structural Design and Construction of Diagrids for Complex-shaped Tall Buildings
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assumed for the calculation of the gust effect factor.

Once the conventional rectangular box form diagrid struc-
ture is designed using Equations 3 and 4 and analyzed,
three different freeform diagrid cases shown in Figure 3 are
comparatively studied. In order to estimate the lateral stiff-
ness of diagrid structures employed for freeform structures,
the member sizes used for the straight rectangular box form
tower are also used for the freeform towers. Thus, each
structure is designed with very similar amount of structural
materials. Compared to the rectangular box form diagrid
structure, which has 36 x 36 meter square plan on each
floor, the first freeform case’s floor plans fluctuate within the
plus/minus 1.5 meter boundaries of the original square. The
second and third cases’ floor plans fluctuate within the plus/
minus 3 and 4.5 meter boundaries of the original square
respectively. Despite these geometry changes, total floor
area of each case is kept to be the same.

towers were designed with diagrid structures, this section
investigates the structural performance of diagrids for
twisted towers. Sixty-story towers of different twisted rates
are designed with diagrid structures. The member sizes
used for the straight diagrid tower in the previous section
are also used for the twisted diagrids. Design conditions
are the same as before.

Figure 4 illustrates three different cases studied. The first
case is the diagrid tower with a twisted rate of 1 degree per
floor. The second and third case is another twisted version
of the tower with a twisted rate of 2 and 3 degrees per floor,
respectively. The maximum deflection at the top of the struc-
ture of the first, second and third case is 47.5 cm, 51.2 cm
and 57.0 cm, respectively. As the rate of twisting increases,
the building’s lateral stiffness decreases, and, consequently,
its deflection increases. As in the freeform towers, this phe-
nomenon is also very much related to the change of the
diagrid angle, now caused by twisting the tower. As the rate
of twisting increases, the diagrid angle deviates more from
its original optimal condition, which results in substantial
reduction of the lateral stiffness of the tower.

Figure 3. 60-story freeform diagrids’ deformed shape in 3D (left),
undeformed section through core in 2D (right)

As can be seen in Figure 3 which shows the deformed shape
of each diagrid structure in a scale factor of 20, the lateral
displacement of the structure becomes larger as the
freeform shape deviates more from its original rectangular
box form. The maximum deflection at the top of the struc-
ture of the first, second and third case is 52.5 cm, 58.0 cm
and 69.0 cm, respectively, compared to 46.6 cm in the case
of the straight tower. This is very much related to the change
of the diagrid angle caused by the freeform of the tower.
The straight tower designed first for the comparison is con-
figured with the optimal diagrid angle of about 70 degrees.
As the degree of fluctuation of freeform increases, the
diagrid angle deviates more from its original optimal condi-
tion, which results in substantial reduction of the lateral stiff-
ness of the tower. Therefore, freeform shapes should be
determined with careful consideration of their not only ar-
chitectural but also structural performance.

4. Twisted diagrid towers

Twisted forms are often employed for tall buildings such as
the Chicago Spire in Chicago, Infinity Tower in Dubai and
Shanghai Tower in Shanghai. While none of these twisted

Figure 4. 60-story diagrid structures of various twisted rates

The braced tube, which also carries lateral loads by its pri-
mary structural members’ axial actions, is another very effi-
cient structural system for tall buildings. Similar studies were
performed with braced tube structures. When the braced
tube is employed for twisted towers, its structural perfor-
mance is similar to that of the diagrid system. As the rate of
twist increases, the lateral stiffness of the system is de-
creased. The difference between diagrids and braced tubes
employed for twisted towers is that the rate of stiffness re-
duction is more accelerated with the increased rate of twist
in braced tube structures. Figure 5 summarizes the maxi-
mum deflections of twisted towers of diagrids and braced
tubes comparatively.

With regard to the across-wind direction dynamic response
due to vortex shedding, however, a twisted or free form tower
generally performs better than a straight one because a
complex-shaped tall building better disturbs the formation

Structural Design and Construction of Diagrids for Complex-shaped Tall Buildings
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of organized alternating vortexes around it. Therefore, a tall
building’s geometry should be determined with very care-
ful consideration of its dynamic performance as well. For
example, the total 120 degree twisting of the Shanghai tower
was determined based on the wind tunnel tests with mul-
tiple models of various twisted rates ranging from 90 to 210
degrees (Gensler, 2009). Another important issue to be
considered for twisted or free form towers is their
constructability. As the complexity of building form becomes
greater, construction of the tower becomes more challeng-
ing. Indeed, many aspects should be considered in an in-
tegrative way with multidisciplinary collaboration to success-
fully carry out complex-shaped tall building projects.

5. Tilted diagrid towers

This section investigates the structural performance of
diagrid structural systems employed for tilted towers. The
60-story straight diagrid tower designed earlier is now tilted
in three different ways shown in Figure 6. The first case
tilting, with 12 floor offset, results in a tilted angle of 7 de-
grees. The second and third case tilting, with 16 and 20
floor offset, results in a tilted angle of 9 and 13 degrees,
respectively. These configurations are similar to that of the
Signature Towers (formerly known as Dancing Towers) de-
signed by Zaha Hadid. While these towers do not employ
diagrids as their structural systems, this section employs
diagrids for tilted towers and investigates their structural
performance.

This section investigates the structural performance of
diagrid structural systems employed for tilted towers. The
60-story straight diagrid tower designed earlier is now tilted
in three different ways shown in Figure 6. The first case
tilting, with 12 floor offset, results in a tilted angle of 7 de-
grees. The second and third case tilting, with 16 and 20
floor offset, results in a tilted angle of 9 and 13 degrees,
respectively. These configurations are similar to that of the

Signature Towers (formerly known as Dancing Towers) de-
signed by Zaha Hadid. While these towers do not employ
diagrids as their structural systems, this section employs
diagrids for tilted towers and investigates their structural
performance.

Figure 5. Maximum lateral displacements of 60-story
twisted diagrids and braced tubes

Figure 6. 60-story tilted diagrid structures of different configurations

Even though dead and live load induced deformations are
large, they can be adjusted during the construction pro-
cess if planned carefully. Therefore, if other non-structural
design requirements can be met successfully by diagrid
structures, they can be a feasible option for tilted towers.

Figure7. Maximum lateral displacements of 60-story tilted diagrid
structures of different configurations

Table 1. Lateral displacements of tilted towers

Structural Design and Construction of Diagrids for Complex-shaped Tall Buildings
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Similar studies were performed using braced tubes and
outrigger systems. The structural performance of braced
tubes employed for tilted towers were found to be similar to
that of diagrids, while the performance of outrigger systems
was better than that of diagrids or braced tubes.

6. Conclusions

Diagrid structures are prevalently used for tall buildings
worldwide. The unique compositional characteristics of
diagrids provide great structural efficiency and aesthetic
potential as an accentuating element in any existing urban
context generally composed of buildings of orthogonal com-
ponents. This paper presented structural performance and
constructability issues of diagrid structures employed for
complex-shaped tall buildings. Though widely used today,
application of diagrid structures for tall buildings is still rela-
tively new. With abundant emergence of complex-shaped
tall buildings, more studies on their potential structural sys-
tems and multidisciplinary collaboration are very much re-
quired to construct built environments of higher perfor-
mance.
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Dynamic Elasto-plastic Time-history
Analysis for Out-of-codes
High-rise Structure

Summary

Seismic response of a high rise building under rare earth-
quake is numerically investigated in the paper. The Height
of the building is 266m, including 62 stories, which goes
beyond the limit of 180m in Chinese standard. The struc-
tural system of steel frame-concrete core tube structure is
adopted and CFT members are used for the exterior frame
columns. The typical floor plane of the building is oval
shaped with the portion of 2:1 between two axes, and obvi-
ously, the lateral stiffness in the direction of minor axis is far
less than that in the direction of major axis. Therefore, to
strengthen the lateral stiffness in the direction of minor di-
rection and decrease lateral displacement, 3 steel-truss
strengthened stories are set at the 25F, 41F and 56F, re-
spectively. Dynamic time-history analysis is performed to
investigate its elasto-plastic behaviors under severe earth-
quake excitations. Beam-column members of the structure
are simulated by beam elements, while the core tube is
simulated by shell elements. The concrete damage plas-
ticity model is used for the elasto-plastic material of core
tube members, while the kinematic hardening rule is de-
fined for steel beam-column members and a RC constitu-
tive rule is self-programmed for concrete beam-column
members. The input motions of 3 sets of strong earthquake
records and 1 set of artificial wave are adopted in the analy-
sis. The displacement performances and the stress perfor-
mances of the structure are all examined in the analysis,
such as plastic damage development of the core tube, the
storey deformation and the storey drift angle of the building
and the floor stress development at the strengthened floors,
etc. The results show that, under severe earthquakes, steel
frame members and steel truss members in the strength-
ened floors can keep elastic. Severe damages are detected
in almost all coupling beams in the core tube, as well as
shear-walls near strengthened stories, where lateral stiff-
ness would decrease seriously. Through the investigation,
it is also found that the largest story drift is less than the
maximum allowable value in the Chinese code for seismic
design of buildings. Based on the analysis, it is concluded
that the high-rise building will not collapse when the place
is subjected to severe earthquakes and some design sug-
gestions are proposed in the paper.

Wanli Xue

Keywords

Out-of-codes, high-rise structure, dynamic elasto-plastic
analysis.

Theme

Structural Design –action engineering /earthquake –com-
posite

1. Structure survey

The total height of the building is 266m, including 62 sto-
ries on top of the ground and 3 stories underground (Fig-
ure1 shows structure overgound). The structural system of
sparse outer steel frame and concrete core tube and ex-
tension-arm truss is adopted. CFT members are used for
the exterior frame columns. Steel girders are used for both

Figure 1. The whole
strucutre

Figure 2. floor plan
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the frame beam and the secondary beam. The typical floor
plan of the building is oval shaped with the portion of 2:1
between two axes (as shown in Figure 2), and obviously,
the lateral stiffness in the direction of minor axis is far less
than that in the direction of major axis. Therefore, to
strengthen the lateral stiffness in the direction of minor di-
rection and decrease lateral displacement, 3 steel-truss are
set at the 25F, 41F and 56F in minor direction, respectively.

According to the Chinese code, the highest applicable
height for concrete frame-core tube at B rank is 180m and
this building exceeds the limit. For building out of code, it is
proposed that Elasto-plastic analysis should be performed
to verify that the structure meets the earthquake design re-
quirements: “standing upright in severe earthquake”. The
deformation between floors of structure should be checked
and the extent of yielding and damage of the major mem-
bers should be verified.

2. The finite element model

The following assumptions are made for elasto-plastic analy-
sis model:

1) Underground structure is ignored, and the structure is
assumed to be embedded at the ground surface.

2) Slabs of the strengthened floors and the neighbor floors
are simulated by shell element, while slabs of other floors
are simulated with rigid floor assumption.

2.1 Elements

Shell element is employed to simulate both wall and cou-
pling beams with wall element size 1~2m and coupling
beam element size 0.4m. Shell element is also applied to
concrete slab with element size 1.5m. Beam element is used
to simulate both beam and column. Concrete-filled steel
tubular is composite members and is simulated by two
beam elements with the same nodes. One element is to
simulate the concrete; the other is to simulate the steel tube.
Truss at the strengthened floor is simulated with truss ele-

ment. Besides, longitude rebar of shear wall boundary
member and coupling beams are also simulated with truss
element, while other distributing rebar is simulated with rebar
layer.

2.2 Material constitutive model

(1) Concrete material

The constitutive model of concrete material for shear wall
and slab uses the elasto-plastic damage model. This model
can accurately simulate the hysteretic behavior of concrete
under the dynamic loading and consider the degradation
of stiffness and strength in combination with the nature of
stiffness recovery due to crack and closure under tension
and compression cycles. The standard value of concrete
axial compressive and axial tensile strength as well as the
elastic modulus is chosen according to code. The consti-
tutive curve of concrete is shown in Figure 3, (a) for tension
stress behavior, (b) for compressive stress behavior.

The compressive stiffness is recovered upon crack closure
as the load changes from tension to compression. On the
other hand, the tensile stiffness is not recovered as the load
changes from compression to tension once crushing mi-
cro-cracks have developed. Figure 4 illustrates a uniaxial
load cycle assuming the default behavior.

Figure 3. tension and compression stress-strain behavior

Figure 4: Stiffness recovery
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However, concrete beams use fiber element, and material
constitutive model is imported with user material subroutine.

(2) Steel material

Steel material employs bilinear kinematic hardening model
(shown in Figure 5). In the load cycle, the Bauschinger effect
is included and no stiffness degradation is considered. The
initial plastic strain is fy/Es, in which fy is yield stress and Es
is the elasticity of elastic stage. The limit strain at failure is
0.025. The elasticity modular of hardening stage is 0.01Es.

3. Seismic waves

Four sets of seismic waves adopted in the analysis are pro-
vided by CABR. Among them, three sets are natural waves
and one set is man-made wave. The main seismic direc-
tion is X or Y, and the minor seismic direction is Y or X cor-
respondingly. The ratio of peak value of the main direction
and minor direction is 1:0.85, and peak value of the main
direction is 220gal. The duration of wave is 30s, which meets
the requirement that duration time must be 5~10 times of
structure natural vibration period. Structure damping is 5%.

4. Analysis cases and results

4.1 Result of modal analysis

Through modal analysis, structure dynamic performance
can be obtained. Natural vibration periods and equivalent

total gravity load of structure calculated from different soft-
ware are compared in table 1. The difference of equivalent
total gravity load and periods calculated from Midas Gen
soft and ABAQUS soft is small, which verifies that the finite
element model is accurate enough to calculate seismic re-
sponse of structure.

The mode shape is shown in figure 6. The first and second
mode is translation movement; the third mode is torsion
movement. The period ratio of torsion mode and the first
translation mode is 0.66, less than the limit of code 0.9.

4.2 Construction stage analysis

The building is so high that the application way of gravity
load may influence the distribution of internal force and de-

Figure 5. Bilinear kinematic hardening model

Table 1: Periods and equivalent total gravity load

Figure 6. Mode shape

Table 3: the max elasto-plastic storey drift

Table 2: gravity load applied through construction stage
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formation of structure. In the analysis, Gravity load is ap-
plied through simplified construction stage. Construction
stage is divided into 13 stages and Gravity load of five
storeys is applied in every stage. 50% of live load is applied
at the last stage. The construction process is shown as table 2.

4.3 Seismic response under rare earthquake

For seismic analysis under rare earthquake, bidirectional
waves are input and the damping of every mode is 5%. The
damping matrix is formed based on Rayleigh damping
theory. Limit to paper length, only the result of man-made
wave is given in the paper.

(1) Structure displacement

History displacement of structure vertex under rare earth-
quake is shown in figure7.

The max elasto-plastic storey drift is shown in table 3. Storey
drifts of every storey are shown in figure 8.

(2) Damage of member

Figure 9 gives stress-strain relation and damage factor -

Figure 7. history displacement of structure vertex Figure 8. Storey drift

Compression stress-strain relation and compression
damage-strain relation of concrete

-strain relation of concrete

Figure 9: stress-strain relation and damage-strain relation

Compression
damage

Tension
damage

Figure 10. distribution of shear wall damage
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strain relation of concrete material. It is concluded that if
tension damage factor of concrete is less than 0.1 or com-
pression damage factor is less than 0.3, concrete material
can be considered to be undamaged.

The distribution of tension and compression damage fac-
tor under severe earthquake is shown in figure 10. It can be
concluded from the figure 10 that compression damage
factor of most of the wall concrete is less than 0.3, so wall
concrete is rarely crushed. Tension damage factor of con-
crete wall of strengthened stories reaches 0.9, and con-
crete cracks seriously. Almost all coupling beams’ tension
damage factor reaches 0.9. Part of coupling beams’ com-
pression damage factors reaches 0.9. So most of coupling
beams are destroyed by tension damage.

Figure 11 gives Tension damage and compression dam-
age of strengthened storeys’ concrete slab. The max com-
pression damage factor is 0.3 and the max tension dam-
age factor is 0.88. So strengthened stories’ concrete slab
is destroyed seriously and tension damage of concrete slab
near truss is more serious. So it is proposed that some
measures are taken to strengthen these concrete slabs.

Outer steel frame and truss of strengthened stories do not
enter plastic stage. A proportion of longitude steel of shear
wall enters plastic stage.

Conclusions

From dynamic elasto-plastic analysis, it can be concluded that:

1) The max storey drift is less than limit of code. Structure
meets the requirement “standing upright in severe earth-
quake”

2) Under rare earthquake, most of coupling beam is seri-
ously damaged, while the damage of shear wall is rela-
tively minor. This satisfies the structural design principle
that coupling beam damages before the wall. But shear
walls of strengthened stories damage seriously. It is pro-
posed that strengthened stories‘shear wall should be
strengthened.

3) Strengthened stories’ concrete slabs are seriously dam-
aged. It is proposed that some measures should be taken
to strengthen the concrete slab of strengthened stories.

4) Outside steel frame and truss of strengthened stories
do not enter plastic stage under rare earthquake.
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An Overview on Diagrid
Structures for Tall Buildings

Abstract

The originality of form is one of the new trends that can be
identified in the current design of tall buildings. In this de-
sign trend, the so-called diagrid structures, which repre-
sent the latest mutation of tubular structures, play a major
role due to their inherent aesthetic quality, structural effi-
ciency and geometrical versatility.

In this paper an overview on application of such typology to
high-rise building is carried out; in particular, in the first part
of the paper, the peculiarities of diagrid systems are de-
scribed, focusing attention on the structural behaviour un-
der gravity and lateral load and reviewing strength-based
and stiffness-based design criteria.

In the second part of the paper, a comparative analysis of
the structural performance of some recent diagrid tall build-
ings, characterized by different number of stories and dif-
ferent geometries, is carried out, namely the Swiss Re Build-
ing in London, the Hearst Headquarters in New York and
the West Tower in Guangzhou.

Keywords

Diagrid system, Swiss Re Building, Hearst Headquarters,
West Tower.

Theme

Buildings - construction - non conventional architecture.

1. Introduction

Diagrids, or exodiagonal systems, are perimeter structural
configurations characterized by a narrow grid of diagonal
members which are involved both in gravity and in lateral
load resistance. Diagonalized applications of structural steel
members for providing efficient solutions both in terms of
strength and stiffness are not new, and an earlier example
to medium-rise buildings can be found in the IBM Pittsburgh
building, "perhaps one of the first uses of diagrid" [1]. How-
ever nowadays a renewed interest in and a widespread ap-
plication of diagrid is registered with reference to large span
and high rise buildings, particularly when they are charac-
terized by complex geometries and curved shapes, some
times by completely free forms.

Maurizio Toreno1, Raffaele Arpino2,

Elena Mele3, Giuseppe Brandonisio4

and Antonello De Luca5

Among the large-span buildings some examples are rep-
resented by the Seatlle Library, the London City Hall, the
One Shelley Street in Sydney, and more recently by several
outstanding Pavilions realized at the Shanghai 2010 Expo,
(e.g. France, UAE) as well as by some dazzling projects
like the Astana National library. Among tall buildings, note-
worthy examples are the Swiss Re building in London, the
Hearst tower in New York, the CCTV headquarters building
in Beijing, the Mode Gakuen Spiral Tower in Aichi, the Cy-
clone Tower in Asan, the West tower in Guangzhou, the Lotte
super tower in Seoul, the Capital Gate in Abu Dhabi, the
Bow project in Calgary, the Building of Qatar Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in Doha.

With specific reference to tall buildings, diagrids are increas-
ingly employed due to their structural efficiency as well as
architectural suggestion. In fact diagrid structures can be
seen as the latest mutation of tube structures, which, start-
ing from the frame tube configuration, have increased struc-
tural efficiency thanks to the introduction of exterior mega-
diagonals in the braced tube solution, firstly suggested by
Fazlur Khan in the impressive Chicago John Hancock build-
ing; in this case the significant improvement in terms of lat-
eral stiffness and shear lag reduction also reflects in the
building architecture, strongly connoted by the clear and
disciplined structure ("the honesty of structure" - Bruce Gra-
ham). The diagrid systems are the evolution of braced tube
structures, since the perimeter configuration still holds for
preserving the maximum bending resistance and rigidity,
while, with respect to the braced tube, the mega-diagonal
members are diffusely spread over the façade, giving rise
to closely spaced diagonal elements and allowing for the
complete elimination of the conventional vertical columns.

Therefore the diagonal members in diagrid structures act
both as inclined columns and as bracing elements, and
carry gravity loads as well as lateral forces; due to their
triangulated configuration, mainly internal axial forces arise
in the members, thus minimizing shear racking effects.

In order to assess the behavior of diagrid structures, first of
all the behavior of the elementary triangular unit, in the fol-
lowing appointed as "diagrid module", is analyzed both
under gravity and lateral loads, and the effect of the mod-
ule geometry on the structural behavior is discussed. Then
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three significant case studies are examined through the
evaluation and comparison of some structural performance
parameters.

2. The triangle diagrid module

The analysis of the diagrid structures can be carried out in
a preliminary stage by dividing the building elevation into a
group of stacking floors, each corresponding to a diagrid
module.

As shown in [2] [3], the diagrid module under gravity loads
G is subjected to a downward vertical force, NG,mod, caus-
ing the two diagonals being both in compression and the
horizontal chord in tension (figure 1 a). Under horizontal
load W, the overturning moment MW causes vertical forces
in the apex joint of the diagrid modules, NW,mod, with di-
rection and intensity of this force depending on the posi-
tion of the diagrid module, with upward / downward direc-
tion and maximum intensity in modules located on the wind-
ward / leeward façades, respectively, and gradually decreas-
ing values in modules located on the web sides (figure 1
b). The global shear VW causes a horizontal force in the
apex joint of the diagrid modules, Vw,mod, which intensity
depends on the position of the module with respect to the
direction of wind load, i.e. the shear force VW is mainly ab-
sorbed by the modules located on the web façades, i.e.
parallel to the load direction (figure 1 c).

Figure 1. Diagrid module; a) Effect of vertical load;
b) Effect of overturning moment; c) Effect of shear force

In the formulations provided in figure 1a; b; c; for deriving
internal forces in the diagrid elements, it has been implicitly
assumed that the external load is transferred to the diagrid
module only at the apex node of the module itself. How-
ever, since the triangle module usually expands over a cer-
tain number of stories, transfer of loads to the module oc-
curs at every floor level, thus also concentrated loads along
the diagonal length are present (figure 2); as a conse-
quence, bending moment and shear force are expected
due to this load condition. However the introduction of a
horizontal member at each floor girder to diagonal inter-

section (an intermediate chord, analogous to the second-
ary ties present in the braced tube system of John Hancock
building), allows for the absorption of the force component
orthogonal to the diagonal direction, thus preserving the
prevailing axial force condition (figure 2).

Furthermore, the above simplified analysis of the diagrid
module has been carried out implicitly assuming that the
plane of the triangular module coincides with the vertical
plane; however, recent applications often concern buildings
characterized by curvilinear, non prismatic forms, which
require the study of the diagrid curvature effect on the inter-
nal force distribution. In particular, by considering that the
single module may be inclined of an angle ? with respect to
the vertical direction, the effect of both gravity loads and
overturning moment gives rise to an additional horizontal
force, in the direction orthogonal to the module plane. There-
fore the chords of the diagrid modules, continuously con-
nected each other along the building perimeter at the di-
agonal intersections, also act as hopping elements or ring
beams, for absorbing these horizontal forces (figure 3). In
addition, when the building has nonrectangular, rounded
plans, similar effects due to this horizontal curvature de-
velop under the action of lateral shear, and the ring beams
also collect these outward forces arising in the horizontal
plane (figure 4).

Figure 2. Diagrid module: Effect of gravity load along the diagonal length

Figure 3. Diagrid module under vertical load - effect of vertical and
horizontal curvature

Figure 4. Diagrid module under horizontal load -
effect of horizontal curvature

An Overview on Diagrid Structures for Tall Buildings
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Geometry

Diagrid structures, like all the tubular configurations, utilize
the overall building plan dimension for counteracting over-
turning moment and providing flexural rigidity through axial
action in the diagonals, which acts as inclined columns;
however, this potential bending efficiency of tubular con-
figuration is never fully achievable, due to shear deforma-
tions that arise in the building "webs"; with this regard, diagrid
systems, which provide shear resistance and rigidity by
means of axial action in the diagonal members, rather than
bending moment in beams and columns, allows for a nearly
full exploitation of the theoretical bending resistance.

Being the diagrid a triangulated configuration of structural
members, the geometry of the single module plays a major
role in the internal axial force distribution, as well as in con-
ferring global shear and bending rigidity to the building struc-
ture. As shown in [2], while a module angle equal to 35°
ensures the maximum shear rigidity to the diagrid system,
the maximum engagement of diagonal members for bend-
ing stiffness corresponds to an angle value of 90°, i.e. verti-
cal columns. Thus in diagrid systems, where vertical col-
umns are completely eliminated and both shear and bend-
ing stiffness must be provided by diagonals, a balance be-
tween this two conflicting requirements should be searched
for defining the optimal angle of the diagrid module. How-
ever, it is worth noticing that, varying the aspect ratio of the
building, the demand for shear and bending stiffness also
varies, being slender buildings more governed by a bend-
ing behavior than stocky buildings; therefore it is expected
that increasing the building slenderness, also the optimal
angle of the diagrid module should increase. Some useful
indications on optimal angle values for buildings character-
ized by different aspect ratio are provide in [2] [3]. Further-
more for very tall buildings, i.e buildings with aspect ratio of
the order of 7 or more, the relative demand for shear and
bending stiffness is not uniformly distributed along eleva-
tion, and a varying-angle diagrid configuration, with steeper
angles towards the base, generates a more efficient de-
sign (with less material consumption) than uniform angle
configurations [3], [4].

4. Case studies

In the following, some recent diagrid tall buildings, namely
the Swiss Re Building in London, the Hearst Headquarters
in New York, and the West Tower in Guangzhou (figure 5)
are briefly presented and examined in comparative terms.
In particular in table 1 the major building data are provided,
while in the next subparagraphs some additional informa-
tion on the structural system are presented for the three
case studies. In the next paragraph a comparative analysis
of the structural behavior under gravity and wind load is
carried out for the three buildings, both by means of "hand
calculations" based on the formulae provided in the previ-
ous paragraph 2, and by means of FEM computer model-
ing. Some conclusive remarks on the structural efficiency

of diagrid structures, as well as on the accuracy of simpli-
fied assessment of the structural behavior, are finally de-
rived.

4.1. Swiss Re Building

30 St. Mary Axe - also known as the Swiss Re Building - in
London, (figure 5 top left) is the first modern application
and the most representative example of diagrid structure.
Designed by Sir Norman Foster, with 40 stories and
interstory height of 4.15 m, the tower is 180 meters tall. The
building is circular in plan with diameter changing along
elevation, equal to 56 m at its widest point, at the 20th story,
reducing to 49 m at ground level, and to 30 m at the 38th
level, where a steel and glass dome tops off the building.
The double curvature of the building façade, both in the
horizontal plane and along the vertical direction, gives rise
to the effects which have been discussed in the paragraph
2. The diagrid structure is generated by a pattern of inter-
secting diagonals which follow the helical path of the so
called light wells, created for enforcing natural light and air
circulation. It is formed by a series of steel triangles, two-
story high and 9 m wide, with an intermediate tie connect-
ing the two diagonals, which gives to the module the as-
pect of a "A-shape frame". The diagonals are CHS mem-
bers, with cross section between 508 x 40 mm at the lowest
floors and 273 x 12.5 mm at the top, while the chord mem-
bers have RHS, 250 x 300 mm with wall thickness of 25mm.
The circular central core, which has constant diameter along
elevation, does not contribute to the lateral resistance and
rigidity, being a simple frame structure.

4.2. Hearst Tower

Also the Hearst Tower in New York was designed by Sir
Norman Foster; the building, 46 stories and 183 meters tall,
has a prismatic form and a rectangular floor plan, 48 x 37m
and is built on an existent 6-storey building. The diagrid
structure, creating the characteristic "diamond effect" in the
façade, rises from 12 composite columns, which reach the
tenth floor starting from the ground level. The diagrid mod-
ule is 12.25 m wide and 16.54 m high, and covers four sto-
ries. The diagonal cross section are I shape, with maximum
size W14x370 at the base of the diagrid (tenth level), while
the megacolumns between the tenth and the ground level
are concrete filled box section 1100 x 1100 x 10mm. [8]

4.3. Guangzhou West Tower

The Guangzhou West Tower, designed by Wilkinson Eyre
architects, London with 103 stories and a height of 440m,
is the tallest building in China and one of the tallest in the
world. The building has a curvilinear shape along elevation
and the floor plate is an equilateral triangle with round-cor-
ners, with side 65 m at the base, increasing to a maximum
value of 65 m at approximately 1/3 of the way up the build-
ing, at which point the side begins to reduce, up to 43.5 m
at the top. It has a composite structure, made by a central
concrete core and perimeter diagrid structure, with the

An Overview on Diagrid Structures for Tall Buildings
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Table 1. Comparison among the three case studies - major data
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diagrid module expanding on six stories, 12.4 m wide and
24.8 m high. The diagonals are steel tubular members filled
by concrete (CFST), with size ranging between 1080 x 55
mm at the first floor and 700 x 20mm at the top. The con-
crete core has a triangle shape with chamfered corners and
fully participates to the lateral resistance up to the seventh
floor, where it is eliminated, leaving place to a central giant
atrium for the hotel which occupies the upper floors.

5. Analysis of the buildings

Both the formulae provided in paragraph 2 and finite ele-
ment models have been utilized for assessing the struc-
tural behavior of the three buildings under gravity and wind
loads.

In table 2 the values of dead, live and wind loads assumed
in the analyses are provided. Due to lack of specific data,
the equivalent static wind action has been computed ac-
cording to Eurocode 1 [5] for the Swiss Re building and the
West Tower, and according to ASCE 7-05 [6] for the Hearst

Figure 5. Case studies; top left) Swiss Re; down left) Hearst Tower;
right) Guangzhou West Tower

Table 2. Loads assumed in the building analysis

Tower. In the table, also the values of the global base shear
and overturning moment due to wind action are provided.

In the following figures some comparisons between the FEM
analysis results and the "hand calculation" results are given
for the three case studies. For the sake of brevity, not all the
analysis results are herein provided; in particular the fol-
lowing diagrams are reported: diagonal axial forces along
the height due to gravity load, only for the Swiss Re build-
ing (figure 6a); diagonal stress level (i.e. axial demand to
capacity ratio D/C) along the height due to gravity load for
the three case studies (figure 6b, figure 7a, figure 8a); di-
agonals stress level at the base (z=0) due to combination
of gravity and wind loads for the three case studies (figure
6d; figure 7b; figure 8b); lateral displacements along eleva-
tion for the three case studies (fig.9). From the first graphs
(figures 6a, 6b, 7a, 8a) and from the comprehensive results
reported in [9], it can be observed that the three structures
under gravity load show diagonal stress levels ranging be-
tween 0.4 and 0.6, while under combined gravity plus wind
loads (figures 6c, 6d, 7b, 8b) the diagonal stress levels at
base are close to 1.0 for all the three buildings. In this load
combination, the three towers assume a deformed configu-
ration which suggests the prevailing cantilever behaviour,
with top drift close to 1/500, thus confirming the high stiff-
ness of this structural typology.

Finally, it is worth noticing that all the graphs reported in the
above figures prove a very good correspondence between
FEM and "hand calculation".

6. Conclusive remarks

In this paper an overview on the structural behavior of diagrid
structures in tall buildings has been provided.

Starting from the evaluation of internal forces arising in the
single triangle module under the effects of both gravity and
wind loads, a discussion on the effects of the building form,
as well as of the diagonal slope has been presented. The
above considerations on the assessment of internal forces
have been applied to three case studies, namely the Swiss
Re Building in London, the Hearst Headquarters in New
York, and the West Tower in Guangzhou, and the results
have been compared to analogous results obtained through
computer analyses. Some general conclusive remarks arise
from (i) the assessment of the structural behavior, and (ii)
the possibility of analyzing diagrid buildings, in a very pre-

An Overview on Diagrid Structures for Tall Buildings
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liminary phase, through simple formulae.

Concerning the structural behaviour, three buildings show
similar values of stress level in the diagonals (D/C ratio),
both under gravity loads (around 0.50-0.60) and under grav-
ity plus wind loads (close to 0.9-1.0). These values con-
firms that, thanks to the high rigidity of the diagonalised
façade, the sizing of the steel members is mainly governed
by strength criteria; as a matter of fact the total wind sway

Figure 6. Swiss Re Building; a) Diagonals axial load due to G; b) Diagonals stress level due to G; c) diagonals axial load due to G+W ; d)
diagonals stress level due to G+W

An Overview on Diagrid Structures for Tall Buildings

is close the limit of H/500, quite universally assumed as a
reference value in the design practice. This lateral stiffness,
as well as the high torsional rigidity deriving from the tubu-
lar configuration of the building (i.e. the perimeter position
of the diagrid system), also ensures a very good level of
overall dynamic performance.

Other analysis results [9] , not reported in this paper for the
sake of brevity, suggest additional advantages of diagrid

Figure 7. Hearst tower; a) Diagonals stress level due to G; b) Diagonals stress level due to G+W
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Figure 8. Guangzhou West tower; a) Diagonals stress level due to G;
b) Diagonals stress level due to G+W

Figure 9. Normalized lateral displacement under wind force

structures, mainly the high redundancy and resistance to
progressive collapse. Such positive performance is coupled
with a low unit steel weight of the diagrid system (in the
range of 30 - 50 kg/sqm, for the three buildings), which
confirms the great structural efficiency. The above aspects,
as well as the possibility of adapting to nearly every build-
ing form, and of obtaining elegant façade appearances
through an integrated architectural-structural design, are
the main reasons for the increasing popularity of the diagrid
systems.

Finally, the simplicity and straightforwardness of the struc-
tural system, made of triangulated frame units with mem-
bers mainly working in axial force condition, allows for sim-
plified "hand" analysis of the building with a good approxi-
mation level.
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Development of Typical Ceiling System
Seismic Fragilities

Summary

The failure of suspended ceiling systems has been one of
the most widely reported types of nonstructural damage in
past earthquakes. In order to understand this risk and de-
velop mitigation strategies a small project on non-structural
damage was recently funded by the FRST Natural Hazards
Platform at the University of Canterbury. This particular
project concentrates on two ceiling systems which are com-
monly used, or applicable, to NZ. This paper addresses
the development of fragility functions for the ceiling sys-
tems based on component fragilities which have been ob-
tained from experimental testing of USGTM ceiling compo-
nents. The ceiling system fragility is obtained through Monte-
Carlo analysis using in-plane finite element analysis. De-
mand parameters include absolute acceleration and dis-
placement. The effect of rigid and flexible sprinklers is also
investigated. It is shown that the acceleration resistance is
dependent on the ceiling size. This information is being used
directly to estimate both ceiling damage and loss to overall
building structures.

Keywords

Ceilings, experimental testing, fragility curves, Monte Carlo
simulation.

Theme

buildings – ceiling – earthquake – steel.

1. Introduction

Seismic damage to ceilings can cause significant down-
time and economic loss in addition to life safety risk. In or-
der to be prepared for such natural disasters, it becomes
essential to reasonably estimate, predict and mitigate the
risks associated with these potential losses. Figure1 repre-
sents of how an earthquake may affect a structure. Move-
ment at a fault creates ground motion within the surround-
ing rock. This motion travels, as waves, to the site of the
structure. These waves induce movement in the subsoil.
Under large enough excitation all structures will undergo
damage. As a result of the ensuing damage, decisions are
based on the available information to minimise the effect of
losses.

Giacomo Paganotti1, Rajesh P. Dhakal2

and Gregory A. MacRae3

Extensive research has been carried out in the past on the
seismic performance of structural elements including
beams, columns, frames and floors. Although this is clearly
important, in many cases for life safety and damage, sig-
nificant loss can result from the seismic effects on non-struc-
tural components of major structures, a relatively untouched
area of research.

Damage sustained to non-structural elements can often
make up a substantial portion of the overall building losses.
These losses, in terms of damage, death and downtime,
can be measured in dollar terms (at least by the insurance
industry). Non-structural damage includes damage to all
contents, partition walls, ceilings and other components of
the building, and can be caused by drift, acceleration and
displacement. Of particular interest, for this project, is dam-
age to ceilings and suspended ceiling systems as this can
not only be expensive but very destructive to contents and
dangerous for people in the building. Some ceilings, par-
ticularly suspended systems, demonstrate an intermediate
degree of attachment to the structure meaning that they
can be sensitive to drift, acceleration and displacement re-
sponses.

Figure  1. Earthquake Decision Information (MacRae, [8])

As shown in Figure 2, non-structural elements and building
contents make up around 50%-70% of the total building
cost in most buildings (Taghavi and Miranda [10]). Hence
investigating earthquake effects on building non-structural
elements is important. The 2010 Canterbury/Darfield earth-
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quake has also shown that non-structural components and
contents falling from height may threaten life safety. Also,
Bradley [4] showed that for a 10 storey reinforced concrete
office building, ceiling damage makes up 14 percent of the
total damage costs. While research has been carried out
on suspended ceilings, most of it has concentrated on test-
ing of full suspended ceiling systems rather than ceiling
system members. Additionally, existing research has not
addressed methods for analyzing ceiling systems. As a re-
sult, there is no robust documentation showing the level of
earthquake under which no damage is expected for a range
of commonly used ceiling systems or a method for analy-
sis of different suspended ceiling configurations.

manufacturers and the results obtained have not been pub-
lished. In this paper, the results for the USG(TM) Donn ceiling
system are presented (USG Interiors [11]).

3. Tests

A series of tests devised to verify the strength of typical
suspended ceiling components are described. They involve
establishment of in-plane tension and compression capa-
bilities of various section types, shapes and sizes. The avail-
ability of simple and reliable testing techniques suitable for
seismic qualification of ceiling elements is likely to promote
their continued and expanded use in buildings and indus-
trial structures; potentially leading to less seismic damage
than has been experienced in the past. Since analytical
methods are generally not applicable to study suspended
ceiling systems and data collected during past earthquakes
are not suitable for fragility characterization, experimental
methods represent the best and most reliable technique to
obtain fragility curves for suspended ceiling systems. Hence,
in this project it is decided to test different types of mem-
bers and connections of a suspended USG(TM) ceiling sys-
tem under monotonic loading. Table 1 presents a summary
of all component tests conducted in this study. As can be
seen in the table, each test is repeated 10 times so that the
results could be statistically interpreted. From the tests, in-
formation on ceiling component strengths are gained, which
are used to produce fragility curves for individual ceiling
elements for various failure modes in terms of displace-
ment/force.

Figure  2. Building Type-Cost Breakdown (after Taghavi and
Miranda [10])

The aims of this research are:

1. Evaluate capacities of USG(TM) ceiling components un-
der different actions.

2. Develop a methodology for evaluation of ceiling fragility.

3. Assess the effect of sprinkler on ceiling fragility.

2. Typical suspended ceiling system construction

USG(TM) and Armstrong(TM) are two large manufacturers of
suspended ceiling systems. Both of these manufacturers
have carried out large scale testing on their products. This
has led to the development of seismic resistant suspended
ceiling systems and the publication of guidelines specific
to their products. However, these tests conducted by the

Figure  2. Typical ceiling configuration (based on Rondo, [09])

Table 1. Summary of Component Tests.

Efforts were made to use standard test methods. Unfortu-
nately a code with test procedures for all types of compo-
nents is not available. The tensile tests for the members are
standardized by AS/2785:2009 [1] or C635-07 [02]. How-
ever there is no standard suggesting methods to test the

Development of Typical Ceiling System Seismic Fragilities
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connections, which are likely to be the weakest part of the
ceiling system. Also for compression, there is no specific
test Standard, and the design of the experiment is very im-
portant because the results could be very different with a
different configuration. Hence, a rig was constructed which
not only maintains the joint position during the test, but also
allows for the compressive action to take place without re-
straining the system too greatly, as this would potentially
give higher values. Typical failure modes observed in the
tension (member and connection) and compression tests
are shown in Figures 4-6.

During an earthquake the ceiling moves and the rivet con-
necting the grid to the wall angle is stressed. Due to this it
is possible that the acceleration fractures the rivet, as shown
in Figure 7, leading to collapse of tiles. The breaking of con-
nections can cause the downfall of many tiles, as witnessed
in the library at the University of Canterbury during the Sep-
tember 4 Darfield earthquake (MacRae and Dhakal, [9]).

According to Luco and Cornell ([6]), the “median,x”¨ and
“dispersion �σ(ln x

i
)” are more reasonable measures to de-

scribe failure rather than the “average” and “standard de-
viation” Hence, results of the 10 tests were used to calcu-
late the median and dispersion, which were used to obtain
cumulative distribution function for the components, to be
used in the analysis to follow. For instance, Figure 8 shows
the fragility curves for the tension failure of the main beam
and the cross tee based on the results of the tension tests.
As can be seen in the figure, the median tensile capacity
(i.e. 50% the probability of failure) is 8.5 kN for the cross-
tee and 9.4 kN for the main beam. Similarly, for all the tests
it¡¦s possible to plot a fragility curve like this.

Figure  4. Member failure mode in tensile tests

Figure  5. Failure mode of connection in the tensile test

Figure  6. Failure mode in a compression test specimen

Figure  7. Failure mode in the rivet connection between the main
beam and the wall angle

4. Analysis

The development of fragility curves generally involves the
use of both mathematical modeling and physical observa-
tions. The likelihood of a ceiling failure can be
probabilistically obtained if analyses are conducted using
a suite of floor acceleration records. However, this is too
complex for most designers. Also, it would be difficult to
know if an error had been made in the analyses. For this
reason, a different method is used in this study.

In parallel with laboratory tests, a Monte Carlo analysis is
carried out to derive fragility curves for each component of
the ceiling system. Monte-Carlo Simulation involves “sam-
pling at random” to simulate a large number of experiments
in order to statistically interpret the result.

The ceiling system is modelled as a two-dimensional grid
subjected to monotonic loads to represent the effect of in-
plane ceiling acceleration. A finite element analysis program,
Ruamoko (Carr [5]), is used to carry out the modelling and
analysis of the grid. The forces in the ceiling component
are calculated and compared with the capacities deter-

Figure  8. Member fragility curves obtained from the tensile tests.
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mined by testing. This allows the critical elements in differ-
ent ceiling configurations to be identified. Monte-Carlo analy-
sis is carried out on each case study ceiling using the
strength distribution of the individual components and vary-
ing the applied loads. This analysis provides a spread of
strengths for each ceiling, which provides the basis of fra-
gility curves. In this study, fragility curves are prepared for
USGTM ceiling system by plotting the probability of reach-
ing or exceeding a limit state versus the corresponding
median intensity measure.

The main steps of this analysis are:

a) Choose a typical ceiling configuration;

b) Obtain fragility curves for each component and connec-
tions by the tests;

c) Perform a structural analysis for a specific value of in-
tensity measure IM;

d) Compute the force in all elements and connections for
the IM selected;

e) Generate a Monte Carlo analysis of strengths in all com-
ponents;

f) Compare strength and demand for each connection to
see if any members fail;

g) Repeat step e) many times to obtain the probability of
failure for that IM;

h) Repeat steps from d) to g) with different levels of IM to
obtain a CDF, or ceiling fragility curve for failure.

Figure 9 shows a typical load path for this type of ceiling
installation and the components/connection of this load
path. Movement normal to the direction shown will be re-
sisted in a similar manner to that shown. Thin green arrows
represent induced inertial load from the drop in panels.
These are actually applied to the cross beams beside the
joints. The thick red arrows indicate load paths through the
suspended ceiling members.The shear in the member per-
pendicular to the load is also considered. When sprinklers
are present within some of the panels; the load path differs
in the sense that the sprinklers will induce additional re-
straints once the gap between the sprinkler and the panel
closes. In Ruaumoko, beam elements were used for mod-
elling the cross tee and the main beam. The properties (i.e.
Young Modulus, Shear Modulus) of these elements were
assumed based on the material characteristics and the di-
mensions, area and moment of inertia were found by mea-
surement and calculation. To model the sprinkler, contact
elements were used, which takes into account the gap be-
tween the tile and the sprinkler. The stiffness of the contact
elements is the same as that of the sprinkler perpendicular
to the ceiling.

As explained previously, finite element analyses were con-
ducted on a typical NZ ceiling system without and with sprin-
klers (with different gaps varying between 0 and 20mm).
Comparing the resulting member/connection forces to their
strengths as randomly picked through a Monte Carlo pro-
cess allows evaluation if a member or connection will fail
for that case. Repeating this for a large number of Monte
Carlo simulations gives a probability of failure of the ceiling
system. Fragility curves derived through this process for

Figure  9. Model used to represent the ceiling

Figure  10. Fragility curves (i) (with the floor acceleration as IM) for different ceiling sizes and no sprinkler (Left); (ii) (with the displacement as IM)
for different gaps between the sprinkler and the panel (Right).
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three different ceiling sizes (without any sprinkler) are shown
in Fig 10a. As expected, the bigger ceilings are more frag-
ile; because the induced forces in members next to the re-
strained end increase with increasing number of panels
whereas the strength remains the same; thereby resulting
in a higher likelihood of failure. The effect of rigid sprinkler
on the ceiling is expressed through fragility functions (in
terms of floor displacement as the intensity measure) in Fig
10b. As can be seen, the gaps between a rigid sprinkler
and the ceiling panel shift the fragility curves by the amount
of the gap. It is shown that rigid sprinklers without sufficient
gap cause poor ceiling performance. The effect of sprinkler
flexibility is not investigated here, but it is obvious that a
reasonably flexible sprinkler does not induce noticeable
additional restraints to the ceiling system; and hence the
fragility function of such ceilings is the same as that of the
ceiling without any sprinkler.

Conclusions

Tests were conducted and analyses were undertaken to
obtain elements and ceiling seismic fragilities for the
USG(TM) Donn ceiling system. In particular, it was shown
that:

1. The most critical ceiling element was the compression
connection at the ceiling boundary.

2. A methodology for developing seismic fragility was de-
veloped. It was shown that the median floor accelera-
tion that caused ceiling failure was around 1g for a ceil-
ing of dimension 5*10 tiles. This acceleration decreases
with an increase in ceiling size.

3. The presence of stiff sprinklers made other elements
critical and significantly reduced the floor acceleration
required to cause failure.
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On the Accuracy of Response
Spectrum Analysis in Seismic
Design of Concrete Structures

Summary

The current seismic design of buildings is based on the
use of response spectra, where the storey forces are evalu-
ated through a linear dynamic modal analysis. SRSS or CQC
combinations are used to represent the overall effects of
the vibration modes, depending on the difference between
adjacent periods. The results of this approach are assumed
to be generally conservative and suitable for design. How-
ever, in this paper it is shown that for multi-storey buildings
these considerations may not apply.

A precast three-storey building with different types of con-
nections (hinged, hybrid and moment resisting) is studied
in order to highlight the importance of the higher vibration
modes for systems with different structural connections. The
results show that storey forces obtained by modal analysis
are significantly lower with respect to those predicted by
non-linear time history dynamic analysis, even if the overall
displacements are comparable.

This investigation has been developed during the design
process of the structural prototype of a multi-storey pre-
cast building for pseudo-dynamic tests at ELSA Laboratory
(JRC, Ispra), within the scope of FP7-SME-2007-2
“SAFECAST” project, to check the compatibility of the storey
forces with the capacity of the testing equipment.

Keywords

Modal analysis, nonlinear dynamic analysis, seismic de-
sign, reliability.

Theme

Buildings – analysis – earthquake – concrete

1. Introduction

The seismic behavior of a structural system, as a multi-storey
concrete frame, can be evaluated through different meth-
ods, with different computational cost and refinement. In
particular, the current seismic design of structures is typi-
cally based on the dynamic modal analysis with response
spectrum, where the contribution of each mode is evalu-
ated through the solution of an eigenvalue problem, and

Fabio Biondini1, Andrea Titi2 and

Giandomenico Toniolo3

the overall effects are taken into account by means of modal
combination, such as SRSS (square root of the sum of the
squares) or CQC (complete quadratic combination), de-
pending on the difference between adjacent periods. The
estimation of storey forces allows the evaluation of the bend-
ing moments at the ends of columns and, consequently,
the design of reinforcement.

In general this method has a low computational cost and it
is considered conservative with respect to more refined
methods of analysis such as nonlinear dynamic analysis.
However, in this paper it is shown that for multi-storey build-
ings these considerations may not apply. This is shown with
reference to a three storey precast building.

The study is supported by the European project Grant No.
FP7-SME-2007-2 “SAFECAST”, which aim is to investigate
the seismic behavior of precast structures with different
connections. Actual building codes, such as Eurocode 8
[CEN, 2004] and Italian National code (DM 14/01/2008) give
the same importance to the different systems of connec-
tion, both hinged and emulative. This statement is justified
after the results of past experimental and numerical investi-
gations, carried out within the European research projects
“ECOLEADER” and “GROWTH” [Biondini and Toniolo,
2009]. These studies are focused on the evaluation of the
global ductility related to singlestorey precast industrial
buildings with hinged connections, comparing it with the
ductility related to cast-in-place structures.

“SAFECAST” project includes a pseudo-dynamic tests on
a multistorey prototype that will be performed at the Euro-
pean Laboratory for Structural Assessment (ELSA), located
at Ispra (Italy). The prototype represents a typical precast
building. The aim of the experimental tests is the investiga-
tion of the seismic behavior of the structure for different sys-
tems of connections, considering the maximum capacity
of the equipment. For the design of the structure and the
sequence of pseudo-dynamic tests preliminary numerical
analyses are performed to estimate storey displacements
and forces.

The role of connections in the performance of the building
is explored considering different structural schemes where
the beam to column connections are hinged or moment
resisting. The comparison between the results shows that,
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even if storey displacements are comparable, storey forces
evaluated through the dynamic modal analysis with re-
sponse spectrum are significantly lower than those pre-
dicted by nonlinear dynamic analysis.

The results obtained highlights how the dynamic modal
analysis with response spectrum, that is based on a linear
elastic analysis where the energy dissipation is taken into
account through a force-reducing behaviour factor q, is a
conventional method not able to predict in a reliable way
the actual seismic behaviour of the structure. This approach
is however generally safe when the structural elements are
assumed to have an appropriate ductility.

2. Description of the prototype

In the following the seismic performance of a three storey
precast building subjected to pseudo-dynamic tests at the
European Laboratory for Structural Assessment of the Joint
Research Center of the European Community (ELSA) is in-
vestigated to explore the role of connections. Three struc-
tural schemes, namely Model 1 (frame system with con-
nections), Model 2 (frame systems with emulative connec-
tions only at the top floor) and Model 3 (frame system with
emulative connections) are considered. Different design
solutions have been investigated with respect to the maxi-
mum capacity of the testing equipment. In particular the
maximum capacity of the actuators, connected to the reac-
tion wall at each storey of the building, is equal to 200 tons.
In Figures 1-5 the original design of the prototype, calibrated
with this value, is shown.

Different approaches have been used to estimate internal
actions. First of all a simple translatory equilibrium is con-
sidered where the storey forces depend on the resisting
moment at the base of the columns and have a linear growth.
The design is then based on a dynamic modal analysis with
response spectrum considering a peak ground accelera-
tion ag=0.25g (seismic zone 2 in the national design code).
Storey forces so obtained are however significantly lower
than those predicted by a subsequent nonlinear dynamic
analysis. For this reason the original prototype has been
reduced in size, considering different solutions and for each
of them evaluating the corresponding storey forces. In the
following the different solutions denoted Prototype A, Pro-
totype B and Prototype C, are considered.

Prototype A (original scheme) has three bays in the main
direction and two in the orthogonal one, with the same length
equal to 7 m. This is a three storey building, with interstorey
heights respectively equal to 3.3, 3.2 and 3.2 m. More de-
tails are shown in Figures 1-5. The cross-section of the col-
umns is constant along the height, with size 50x50 cm and
reinforced with 8Ö20. In the main direction there are hollow
core beams, with a width of 2.25 m. Th two ribs of the beam
have a thickness of 30 cm. The beams are supported by
lateral corbels with the same thickness of the floor.

In the orthogonal direction there are prestressed slabs, dif-
ferent at each storey. At the first floor there are box ele-

Figure 1: Plan view of the first floor, Prototype A

Figure 2. Plan view of the second floor, Prototype A

Figure 3. Plan view of the third floor, Prototype A
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ments connected one to each other with welded angles. At
the second floor there are TT elements connected again
with welded angles while at the top floor there are the same
elements of the first storey but not connected.

Material used are concrete C45/55 and steel B450C, with
strength equal to fck=45 MPa and fyk=450 MPa.

In Prototype B the length of the beams and slabs is reduced
from 7 to 6 m. In Prototype C one bay along the main direc-
tion is removed, with beams and slabs preserving the origi-
nal length of 7 m. It was found that the latter solution satis-
fies with sufficient margin the limitations imposed by the
maximum capacity of the actuators.

3. Experimental program

The prototype will be subjected to pseudo-dynamic tests
at the European Laboratory for Structural Assessment
(ELSA) [Donea et al., 1996]. The laboratory has a 16x21 m
reaction wall, see Figure 6, able to impose high forces (~
thousands of kN) appropriate to induce significant defor-
mations and relevant damage on full-scale prototypes.

The methodology implemented to control the tests is based
on a fully digitalized system, with distributed units connected
to the main computer by fiber optics. The relevant param-
eters are measured by digital optic transducers while re-
storing forces are measured by load cells allocated within
the actuators, which maximum capacity is 200 tons.

In this investigation seismic input is represented by the East-
West component of the modified Tolmezzo accelerogram,
Figure 7 (a), with a total duration of 12 s. The correspond-
ing spectrum matches very well the EC8 response spec-
trum for a soil class B, Figure 7 (b). The selection of the
accelerogram is based on an intensity index that measures
the capacity of the earthquake to induce structural dam-
age in the range of intermediate periods, [Fayfar et al., 1990].

For each structural scheme pseudo-dynamic tests will be
performed. The first scheme (not presented here) has shear
walls connected to the stories of the structure. The walls
will be subsequently removed in order to test the frame struc-
ture, such as Model 1 (frame with hinged connections), Model
2 (frame with emulative connections at the top floor) and
Model 3 (frame with emulative connections at each floor).

For the unbraced systems the level of acceleration is cho-
sen in order to induce significant deformations but not ex-
cessive damage. The prototype is designed for a PGA equal
to 0.25 g, related to the collapse limit state (or life preserva-
tion in the Italian code), for a soil class B with an amplifica-
tion factor S equal to 1.2. The pseudodynamic tests will
start with a level of acceleration equal to 0.12 g, consider-
ing it the threshold for the elastic behavior (or for a limited
damage limit state). On the basis of these results the level
of acceleration will be increased to fully activate the nonlin-
ear behavior of the structure, without severe damage in or-
der to perform the tests also on the other structural schemes.
Finally on the last scheme (Model 3) the level of accelera-
tion will be increased (approximately up to 0.25 g) in order
to induce a severe damage on the structure. A series of
cycle tests with increasing amplitude up to the collapse of
the prototype will be finally carried out.

4. Numerical simulation

Numerical simulations are performed considering a 3D fi-
nite element model. Gravity loads are the only selfweights
of structural elements. Seismic masses are instead simu-
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Figure 4. Elevation view, section A-A, Prototype A

Figure 5. Elevation view, section B-B, Prototype A

Figure 6. Reaction wall of ELSA laboratory (with the prototype of the
research program GROWTH).
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lated in order to reproduce the dynamic properties of the
structure in the actual service conditions. For this reason
dead loads and part of the live loads are added. The fol-
lowing hypotheses hold:

l Rigid floor at each storey;

l Masses lumped in the centre of mass, overlaps to the
centre of gravity of each floor. Each mass has two trans-
lational and one rotational degrees of freedom;

l Self-weight of slabs is distributed to the beams consid-
ering the corresponding influence areas;

l Beam to column connections are modeled as hinge con-
nections or moment resisting connections, depending
on the structural scheme;

l Columns are clamped to the ground.

4.1 Modal analysis

For each prototype a modal analysis is performed, consid-
ering the three different structural schemes. Table 1 shows

periods and participating masses. As can be seen the con-
tribution of higher modes is relevant, in particular for Model
1 (frame with hinged connections).

The evaluation of displacements and storey forces is based
on a response spectrum for soil class B, soil factor S equal
to 1.2 and 5% of viscous damping. The peak ground accel-
eration is 0.25 g and a behavior factor equal to 3 is chosen.
To simulate in a roughly way the stiffness degradation due
to concrete cracking the flexural stiffness of the columns is
halved.

Displacements are evaluated in the center of mass and
storey forces are expressed as follows:

(1)

where  j is the participating factor, m is the mass matrix, φj

is the eigenvector of mode j e Sad is the corresponding
value of the design spectrum. The contribution of each mode
is combined by means of the SRSS rule combination, since
the periods of adjacent modes are sufficiently different.
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Figure 7. (a) Tolmezzo accelerogram, (b) response spectrum compared with EC8 spectrum for soil class B

(a) (b)

Table 1. Periods and participating masses for all the prototypes
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Table 2 shows displacements and storey forces for all the
prototypes. The amplitude of maximum displacements of
the prototypes is similar, while significant differences can
be found in terms of storey forces. Based on these results
Prototype C represents the suitable choice to perform the
experimental tests.

As already indicated by modal periods and participating
masses, the results of modal analysis with response spec-
trum show, especially for Model 1, the relevant effects of

higher modes, because the distribution of forces along the
height is different to that related to the fundamental mode.

4.2 Nonlinear dynamic analysis

The results of modal analysis with response spectrum are
verified through nonlinear dynamic analyses. The maximum
amplitude of the accelerogram is scaled to 1.2x0.25=0.3 g.

Nonlinearity is concentrated at the ends of columns and
beams, Figure 8 (a), using the model implemented in
Ruamoko [Carr, 2001], where plastic hinges follows the
Takeda hysteretic law, Figure 8 (b). The parameters α e β
are set respectively to 0.5 and 0.0 for columns and 0.0 and
0.6 for beams, [Lu and Silva, 2006]. Mander model is used
for concrete, [Mander et al, 1988], which takes into account
the increase in strength and ductility due to confinement.
This effect is however considered negligible for the beams.
For steel an elasto-plastic behavior with a hardening branch
is adopted. The hysteretic behavior is calibrated through
the momentcurvature diagrams of the critical sections, con-
sidering for each column the axial load coming from the
static analysis. A bilinear approximation is assumed for
these diagrams, and the yield strength is defined in a way
that the area under the curves is equal.

The analysis are performed considering second-order ef-
fects.

Table 3 shows the maximum displacements and storey
forces. As expected, displacements tend to decrease sig-
nificantly considering schemes with hinged connections or
emulative ones. However, the expected increase in terms
of storey forces is not so evident coming from Model 1 to

Table 2. Displacements and storey forces evaluated through modal analysis for all the prototypes

Figure 8. (a) Giberson model, (b) Takeda hysteretic law

Table 3. Maximum displacements and storey forces with nonlinear dynamic analysis for all the prototypes
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Model 3. With reference to Prototype C, Table 3, all the storey
forces are sufficiently lower than 2000 kN, allowing to per-
form the tests in safety.

5. Comparison between the results

For all the prototype analyzed the same considerations hold
with regards to the effects of higher modes. For this reason
only the results of prototype C (final choice) are presented
and discussed. Nonlinear dynamic analyses are performed

neglecting viscous damping, supposing that all dissipation
is included in the hysteretic behavior, while modal analysis
is based on a 5% damped response spectrum.

Figures 9, 10 and 11 show maximum displacements and
storey forces for each model. For Model 1 and 2 the dis-
placements resulting from modal analysis (“MOD”) are
slightly greater than those coming from nonlinear analysis
(“NLI”), except for the first floor. Model 3 shows an oppo-
site trend, but the difference is limited, not exceeding 2 cm.

Figure 9. (a) Displacements, (b) storey forces for Model 1
(a) (b)

Figure 10. (a) Displacements, (b) storey forces for Model 2
(a) (b)
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Moment resisting connections allow to reduce the displace-
ments, with values at the top floor decreasing from 17 to 6 cm.

These results are however indicative, because in real de-
sign the columns of the hinged solution would have a sec-
tion increased. The good agreement found in terms of dis-
placements is lost when storey forces are considered.

These differences are reflected in the estimation of the
maximum bending moments at the base of the columns. In

particular Figure 12 shows the acting and the resisting
moments at the base of the central column. In order to con-
sider also in the modal analysis the second-order effects,
the corresponding moments are amplified by the interstorey
drift sensitivity coefficient θ [CEN, 2004].

It is found that modal analysis predicts bending moments
always lower than the resisting ones. Contrary, bending
moments coming from nonlinear analysis tend to the ulti-
mate strength of the corresponding momentcurvature dia-
grams of the section. This indicates that plastic hinges are
developed at the ends of some columns. However, the ac-
tivation of the dissipative mechanism allows to preserve the
structure from the collapse.

Conclusions

Seismic design of structures is typically based on the modal
analysis with response spectrum, that is generally consid-
ered a conservative approach. The present investigation
showed however that this statement has not a general va-
lidity. In particular a three storey building with different sys-
tems of connection, so different translational stiffness, has
been studied, and displacements and storey forces have
been evaluated. The results of the modal analysis with re-
sponse spectrum have been compared with those coming
from nonlinear dynamic analysis. The subsequent compari-
son is approximately satisfied in terms of displacements,
while storey forces evaluated through the more refined
method are significantly higher. This difference can be at-
tributed to the role of higher vibration modes, indeed the
opposing vibrations of the floors bring to higher storey
forces, modifying the distribution of forces along the height
of the structure.

Figure 11. (a) Displacements, (b) storey forces for Model 3
(a) (b)

Figure 12: Resisting and acting moments at the base of the
central column

On the Accuracy of Response Spectrum Analysis in Seismic Design of Concrete Structures
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To overcome the limitations due to the intrinsic approxima-
tions of the modal analysis with response spectrum the only
reliable way seems to be the use of nonlinear dynamic analysis
as indicated by recent codes [Model Code, 2010], even though
it is not always straightforward in current design practice.
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Stainless Steel:
A Structural Anti-seismic
and Fire Resistant Material

Astract

Stainless steel is a material susceptible of many applica-
tions other than those involving its well-known resistance
to corrosion. Worth of mention is its fire resistance and its
capability to absorb impact energy, useful for application in
anti-seismic construction.

Laboratory experiments showed that stainless steel could
withstand high levels of alternate stresses as those induced
by seismic events with increased performance in compari-
son with the traditional metallic materials used in construction.

Furthermore, numerical simulations based on the results of
full-scale tests under anisothermal heating indicate that if
the beam of EN 1.4301is submitted to a load not exceeding
0.5 times the load inducing yield of the beam at room tem-
perature, the time of resistance to fire is about 20-30 min-
utes, compared with only 10-15 minutes typical of carbon steel.

In addition, the intrinsic durability and resistance to corro-
sion of stainless steel guarantee that the characteristics of
the component remain unaltered without any maintenance
during its entire useful life cycle. In conclusion, stainless
steel is not only a corrosion resistant material, but it is a
safe structural material that moreover resists to corrosion.

Keywords

stainless steel, fire resistance, seismic, toughness

Introduction

The number of applications in building constructions where
stainless steel is used as a structural material rather than
for its intrinsic resistance to corrosion is increasing during
the time [1].

Fire resistance and anti-seismic properties are becoming
more and more important requirements for material selec-
tion in order to increase building safety.

The aim of this paper is to highlight these properties, in
order to suggest to civil engineers to consider stainless steel
as a structural steel that, moreover, it’s corrosion resistant.

1. Stainless steel anti-seismic properties

It is well known that stainless steels, particularly the auste-

V. Boneschi

nitic ones, are characterised by high deformation ability,
due to their outstanding elongation before fracture.

This is most evident looking at the stress-strain diagram of
Figure 1: austenitic chromium-nickel stainless steels shows
high elongation to rupture, while the behaviour of carbon
steel, currently used for construction, or aluminium alloy is
very much alike.

As the area delimited by the curves in Figure 1 is in direct
proportion with the absorbed energy until fracture, the at-
tractiveness of austenitic stainless steels is quite under-
standable.

No heat treatments can be used to increase mechanical
properties of austenitic stainless steels, so the only feasible
procedure is cold working. Of course, elongation ability
decreases as a consequence of the cold working imparted
to the material during processing, but the ductility of cold
worked stainless steel is still so high to allow appreciable
amounts of deformation.

The steel is also required to have so good toughness that
no brittle fracture or important ductility loss occurred when
subject to high deformation rates.

The high toughness of stainless steel is a key property for
an anti-seismic material; in fact a good material should be
able to dissipate the energy induced by the seismic waves.

In this sense, the very good properties of stainless steel
has been shown by some studies on reinforcing steel by A.

Figure 1. Qualitative stress-strain diagrams for austenitic stainless
steel, carbon steel and aluminium alloy.
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Franchi- P. Crespi-A. Bennani [2]. Assuming that a low cycle
fatigue laboratory test can simulate with sufficient accuracy
and in a very simplified way the stress and the strain that a
structural part must withstand during an earthquake, they
pointed out that stainless steel rebar offers a higher total
energy dissipation potential.

Austenitic stainless steel has very good toughness also at
low temperatures without any abrupt ductile-to-brittle tran-
sition. The effects of low temperature and of high deforma-
tion rate are somehow similar, because both the situations
lead to an increase of the yield strength, approaching ulti-
mate strength, with the ensuing risk of fracture initiation.
Austenitic stainless steels, having a large gap between yield
and tensile strength, are less critical for temperature de-
crease or for events inducing high-rate stresses. As an ex-
ample, Figure 2 illustrate the results of a Charpy impact
test showing that these steels retain good toughness even
at temperatures well below zero.

To conclude also one hint to the use of stainless as “con-
solidation” material after a seismic event; in Figure 3 it is
shown an example of use of stainless steel strips to con-
solidate masonries of a building damaged by the earth-
quake.

2. Stainless steel fire resistance

As mentioned, the resistance to fire is an increasingly im-
portant parameter for construction materials. Experiences
carried out by different European laboratories, Ala-Outinen
(1996) [3], Baddoo & Gardner (2000) [4], Oksanen & Ala-
Outinen (1997) [5], Zhao (2000) [6], highlighted the excel-
lent performance of stainless steel. More recently, in 2009,
the European Research Area of the European Commission
published “Stainless steel in fire”[7], published an official
report that summarises the findings of a European research
project which studied the behaviour of a range of structural
stainless steel solutions subject to fire loading.

In Italy too, in the past years, experiences have been per-
formed, consisting in a finite-element modelling and then
full scale testing on stainless steel welded beams at the
Fire-Fighting Research Centre of the Fire Department in
Rome; results in good accordance with each other were
attained, useful to establish the excellent performance of
stainless steel regarding fire resistance.

2.1 Finite-element study

Section typologies, marked by A and B, are reported in Figure 4.

The beams were stressed according to the 4-points bent
beam configuration. Two models were developed, one for
both the beam geometries. Beams were schematised with
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Figure 2. Toughness as a function of temperature: steel AISI 304
(1.4301).

Figure 3. Toughness as a function of temperature: steel AISI 304
(1.4301).

Figure 4. Sections of the tested beams.

Figure 5. Imposed temperature slope.
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shell type elements with four nodes. Due to geometric sym-
metry, only 1/4 of each structure has been schematised.
Suitable boundary conditions have been imposed on the
symmetry planes.

A progressive increase in temperature was applied to the
section, starting from room temperature, with the particular
slope given by ISO CD 834 Standard, establishing the in-
cremental variation of the section temperature as a func-
tion of instantaneous furnace temperature and section ge-
ometry.

The temperature slope depends on the environment, on heat
transfer, on the material and on its mass factor, i.e. the ratio
between section surface exposed to fire and its volume.

The temperature increase with time imposed to the model
was as shown in Figure 5.

Outlined material behaviour is elastic-plastic, with yield
stress and work hardening depending on temperature. Data
were worked out from the experimental curves by tensile
tests for AISI 304 and from Eurocode 3 tables for Fe 360.

Material performance was evaluated in terms of stress dis-
tribution at collapse and of deflection variations during the
time. Stress distribution at collapse for both the steels and
both the beam geometries are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Plastic yielding initiation of the beam was determined fol-
lowing BS 476 Standard, parts 20 and 21. The transition
from elastic behaviour (safe structure) to plastic behaviour
(formation of localised plasticization and the following
achieving of structural instability) is determined by compar-
ing the instant deformation rate of the beam (derivative of
the deflection with respect to time) with a given value called
“critical rate”.

When the instant deformation rate exceeds the critical value,
the beam can no longer be considered as apt to withstand
the load.

The time interval passing from the beginning of the expo-
sure until the critical instant determines the so-called “fire
resistance time”. From the temperature slope, also the criti-
cal temperature of the section is determined. With the same
section geometry and exposure conditions, critical time and

Stainless Steel: A Structural Anti-seismic and Fire Resistant Material

Figure 6. Beam type A – a): AISI 304, b): Fe 360.

Figure 7. Beam type B – a): AISI 304, b): Fe 360.
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temperature depend from the applied load and, of course,
from material performance.

The ratio between the applied load and the load that in a
full-scale testing induces yield on the beam at ambient tem-
perature is defined as “loading factor”: one can realise that
this parameter is suitable to define the “severity” of the ap-
plied stress. It is therefore possible to draw the variations of
critical time and temperature of the two materials taken into
consideration (Fe360 and AISI 304) as a function of this
parameter.

Different calculations were made for both the beam types
(A and B) and for both the steels, imposing increasing loads:
The results were elaborated according with BS 476 Stan-
dard to determine critical times and temperatures.

2.2 Full-scale experimental testing

Full scale testing was conducted at the laboratories of Fire-
Fighting Research Centre of the Fire Department in Rome.

2.2.1 Specimens

The tested specimen beams have been obtained by weld-
ing from type 304 stainless steel plates. The nominal di-
mensions are those utilised for the finite element modelling.

2.2.2 Testing

Mechanical strength at room temperature and fire resis-
tance tests were carried out on four AISI 304 stainless steel
beams, according to ISO 834 Standard.

The test at room temperature was aimed at defining the
threshold load for elastic behaviour.

Two jacks according to a four-point bending configuration
gave stress. Heating slope was in accordance with UNI 7678
Standard. Eight thermocouples were positioned inside the
furnace to control fire slope and 15 thermocouples were
welded on the beam to obtain a thermal mapping.

Two transducers were placed in the middle of the beam to
control deflection and deflection rate.
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The tests were interrupted as soon as the deflection rate
exceeded the threshold value, calculated by the formula:

Vth = L2/(9000×h) mm/min

Where L is the distance in mm between the supports and h
the tested specimen height.

The time elapsed from exposure beginning until test end is
the time-to-collapse.

The deflection test at room temperature highlighted that the
top value of the load not inducing instability, in the static
configuration of the test, was 30 kN for each jack.

The three tests of resistance to fire were carried out with the
procedure as the static test, with jack loading 10, 15 and 30
kN respectively.

2.2.3 Results

The results of the full scale testing are reported in Figures 8
and 9, together with the results of the finite elements calcu-
lations.

In the figures, critical temperature and critical time to col-
lapse for both the beam types examined are shown.

The comparison with the traditional carbon steel Fe 360
performance has been done only for the calculated values,
as no experimental data were available on this latter steel.

The excellent agreement between numerical prediction and
experimental values on 1.4301 steel is worth to note. This
justifies the comparison between stainless steel and car-
bon steel, for which, as already mentioned only calculated
values are available.

Diagrams show that the critical temperature decreases in-
creasing loading. In fact, increasing the applied stress, a
corresponding increase of the yield strength is needed, but
this can be obtained only at decreasing temperatures. As a
consequence, in presence of high loading factors (ratio
between the applied load and the load that in a full-scale
testing induces yield on the beam at ambient temperature),

Figure 8. Beam A. Critical temperature and critical time.
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critical temperatures and times for the two steels tend to
coincide; when very high yield strength are required, at tem-
peratures not exceeding 400°C, both the materials behave
almost the same. On the contrary, with loading factors be-
low 0.5, it is possible to attain high temperature without
collapse and in this case the use of EN 1.4301 is apprecia-
bly more convenient. In fact, the time of resistance to fire of
10–15 minutes, typical of Fe 360 increases up to 20–30 min-
utes for EN 1.4301, in a temperature range up to 650–800°C
that is considered as the most critical for metallic struc-
tures during a fire accident. In this way, the time at disposal
for the firemen intervention is in theory almost doubled and
it is possible to operate on the structure in safe conditions.

On the base of these results, other simulations have been
performed and all confirmed the great potential advantages
offered by stainless steel structural components in the case
of fire.

An interesting simulation [8] on a reticular structure under
ISO 834 fire condition gave the following results:

An important point to be considered is also its intrinsic du-
rability and resistance to corrosion: stainless steel guaran-
tees that these properties stay unaltered during the entire
life cycle of the component, without any maintenance. This
is much more important when the design takes into account
also sustainability and LCA.
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Figure 9. Beam B. Critical temperature and critical time

Conclusions

The peculiarities making stainless steel a potential support
to a design considering the possible occurrence of seismic
events have been shortly illustrated:

l high mechanical strength;

l high deformation ability until fracture;

l ability to absorb high amount of energy;

l good toughness also at low temperatures.

Austenitic stainless steel showed a very good resistance to
fire in the full scale testing. This material in some structural
applications can be therefore a valid alternative to tradi-
tional carbon steel.
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Numerical Study on the Seismic
Interaction between 2D Seismic
Resisting Frames and Claddings

Summary

Damage to non-structural components during recent
earthquake events, such as the Darfield earthquake in
New Zealand (2010) have confirmed the need to better
address the interaction between a structure and its
non-structural components.

This paper aims to numerically investigate the seismic
behaviour of a typical newly designed reinforced concrete
multi-storey frame building with and without the interaction
due to cladding panels. This interaction is investigated
by means of non-linear static and dynamic analyses for
common typologies of cladding systems. A seismic risk
assessment analysis is also presented in order to develop
fragility functions based on damage limit states for
cladding connection. These are used for assessing the
probability of damage of cladding systems after earthquake
events of varying intensity.

Results confirm the high influence of cladding systems upon
the seismic performance of multi-storey buildings. Also
revealed is the significant variation in possible levels of
cladding damage throughout a building. Further investiga-
tions are going to be developed, refining the use of fragility
functions associated to innovative low damage cladding
solutions.

Keywords

numerical modelling, non-structural elements, facades,
cladding, seismic design, fragility curves
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1. Introduction

Reconnaissance following past earthquakes has shown that
damage of non-structural elements during seismic events
can cause significant economic losses and disruption to
important or critical facilities. Furthermore, failures can re-
sult in potential hazards to pedestrians around the build-
ing. Recent earthquakes have further highlighted this con-
cept, necessitating a detailed study in order to propose and
develop innovative solutions able to reduce the risk of dam-
age to non-structural elements. This work is part of an on-
going research effort with the aim of better understanding
the interaction between facade systems and the structure.

Numerical models of cladding systems have been defined
using previous experimental investigations and preliminary
data from on-going experimental tests. A parametric analy-
sis of a one-storey single bay frame clad with a precast
concrete panel, fully presented in a companion paper (Baird
et al. [1]), has been used as the foundation for this study on
the seismic behaviour of multi-storey buildings with differ-
ent cladding distributions. The interaction with the facade
has been investigated by use of non-linear analyses utiliz-
ing both pushover and time-history analyses of typical clad-
ding-structure systems.

In the first part of this paper, a parametric analysis has been
performed, considering different distributions of precast
concrete panels and structure heights. In the second part
of the paper, a probabilistic risk assessment evaluation due
to seismic hazard is presented for some of the claddings
which compose the facade. This allows the development
of fragility functions based on damage limit states previ-
ously indentified in order to assess the probability of achiev-
ing defined damage levels of the cladding system.

Table 1. Facade connection characteristics (Baird et al. [1])
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2. Background

Recent studies on the interaction of cladding panels with
the primary structure have underlined the need of under-
standing the influence of facades on the overall system
(McMullin et al. [2], Baird et al. [1]). This behaviour is
directly dependent on the cladding system analysed, in
particular in relation to different connection types, as
qualitatively presented in Table 1.

In order to assess the seismic response of multi-storey
buildings with claddings, the solution of precast concrete
panels attached to the beams by the use of tie-back (p.
fixed) and fully fixed (bearing) connections has been herein
adopted. Because of their low strength and stiffness with
high ductility, the tie-back connections are the weakest level
of the chain in the hierarchy of strength of the overall sys-
tem. When this is the case it allows greater damping,
strength and stiffness over many cycles as opposed to when
damage occurs in the panel or frame. However this requires
that the tie-back connections are designed to accommo-
date a large level of displacement demand or ductility
(Baird et al. [1]).

Performance-based criteria for cladding connections are
presented in this paper in order to determine the likely level
of damage from varying earthquake intensity. This is in ac-
cordance with the shift towards a performance-based frame-
work for both structural and non-structural system in newly
designed buildings (Priestley [3]). The primary function of
performance-based seismic design is the ability to achieve,
through analytical tools, a building design that will reliably
perform in a prescribed manner under one or more seismic
hazard conditions (SEAOC [4]).

The in-plane performance of cladding panels are deemed
to be sensitive to inter-storey drift (Taghavi and Miranda [5])
therefore the maximum drift of the connections is to be

monitored in order to compare damage limit states. It is
important to note that the out-of-plane performance (as well
as in-plane to some degree) of cladding panels is sensitive
to acceleration, for this reason, this paper does not fully
encompass all possible cladding panel damage and fail-
ure mechanisms. The probability of damage of the con-
nections has been evaluated following the performance
based earthquake engineering (PBEE) methodology used
by Cornell et al. [6].

The use of the Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA)
procedure proposed by Vamvatsikos and Cornell [7] is able
to define the probability of different damage limit states
being reached. This is done by subjecting a structure to a
suite of earthquake accelerograms with the intensity level
varied from a low to high level. This study builds on a
defined procedure for such an analysis which is being
extended and validated for non-structural elements
(Stojadinovic and Hunt [8]).

3. Case study: multi-storey frame systems

The case study proposed is based on the Red Book build-
ing (New Zealand Concrete Society [9])  which acts as a
design example of the New Zealand Concrete Code (NZS
3101 [10]). The building was originally designed for the city
of Christchurch, but for this study the building has been
assumed to be located in the higher seismicity site of
Wellington in order to achieve larger damage. Figure 1 (left)
illustrates the plan view of the structure, with the seismic
frame analysed highlighted. The analyses have neglected
the beam extensions that form the corner of the building
since in 2D these do not affect the bare frame behaviour.
The bottom floor has a storey height of 4m while the upper
floors have a storey height of 3.6 m for a total of 10 levels .
Design loads, forces and seismic masses have been
calculated according to NZS1170:1 [11] and NZS1170:
5 [12] following Force Based Design (FBD) methodology.

Figure 1. Plan view of the building (left, [9]) and claddings distribution/frames configurations (right)

Numerical Study on the Seismic Interaction Between 2D Seismic Resisting Frames and Claddings
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In the first part of this paper (SECTION A) different distribu-
tions of precast concrete panels were considered as well
as various heights of the frame (5-10-15 storeys). 5 and 15
storey buildings have been adapted using the same
section properties of the 10 storey building. Two possible
architectural cladding configurations have been considered:
Full Cladding (FC) and Pilotis (PI), compared to the Bare
Frame (BF), (Figure 1-right). Full cladding consists of
cladding panels in every bay in every storey of the frame
and pilotis is the same without panels at the first floor.

In the second part of the paper (SECTION B), a probabilis-
tic risk assessment evaluation due to seismic hazard is
presented for facade panels basing on the 10 storey cases
(FC and PI) in relation to three cladding connections at
different floor level.

3.1 Cladding characteristics

The cladding system is represented by precast concrete
panels of 0.2 m thickness attached to the primary structure
on the beam with tie-back connections at the top and with
bearing connections at the bottom. The panels have been
treated as not having any window openings for simplicity.
However it can safely be assumed that correctly detailed
panels with openings would behave nearly identically to the
panels modelled since both provide large in-plane stiffness.
The system has been designed considering a suggested
drift of 0.3% (Baird et al. [1]). For this study, damage
limit states are related to the behaviour of the tie-back
connections based on various experimental behaviour
(McMullin et al. [2], Stojadinovic and Hunt. [8]) and first
outcomes from the experimental test which is currently
taking place in the laboratory of Civil Engineering of
University of Canterbury (New Zealand). The damage limit

states for the connections have been presented as the
drift of the connection or "connection drift?. The connection
drift is defined as the relative displacement of the connec-
tion divided by inter-storey height. Four damage limit states
are herein proposed and shown in Figure 2. Damage State
1 (DS1) represents elastic behaviour, it therefore concludes
at the onset of damage which is best defined by the yield
drift of the connection. Damage State 4 (DS4) is defined
from the onset of collapse. The other damage stages (DS2,
DS3) are more subjective in their definitions. It is suggested
that the boundary separating DS2 and DS3 should be
defined as a level of damage which would cause loss of
function and repairs are needed to restore the full function-
ality of the structure. Below this boundary, damage
(categorised as DS2) is considered to be slight and
tolerable. Whereas damage suffered in DS3 is significant
such that the elements are not likely to perform their func-
tion as evidenced by:

• excessive permanent drift at the end of the earthquake;

• excessive damage to connection due to effects such as
local buckling

3.2 Modelling issues

The models have been implemented using the programme
RUAUMOKO (Carr [13]). Beams and columns have been
represented by elastic elements with inelastic behaviour
concentrated in plastic hinge regions (Giberson model) and
defined by the moment curvature hysteresis rule "Modified
Takeda? (Otani and Sake [14]). Precast concrete panels
have been modelled as quadrilateral elastic elements, while
the connections have been considered as springs associ-
ated to a non-linear rule and attached directly to the beams

Figure 2. Propose damage limit states related to tie-back connections

Numerical Study on the Seismic Interaction Between 2D Seismic Resisting Frames and Claddings

Figure 3. Modelling of the frame (10 storey case) and cladding panel with hysteretic rules used
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in two points, as shown in Figure 3. All the connections are
characterised by a bi-linear elasto-plastic rule. The top (tie-
back) connections have high ductility without strain hard-
ening and the bottom (bearing) connections have high
strength and high stiffness with the intention of them to re-
main elastic.

4. SECTION A: numerical investigation

In the following paragraphs, the results from the non-linear
pushover and time-history analyses are presented for the
different configurations described in section 3.

4.1 Pushover analyses

Static non-linear pushover analyses of the models were
performed to investigate the lateral base shear and top dis-
placement relationship of the building. The analyses com-
pare the behaviour of the systems under a triangular distri-
bution of the forces acting up the height of the building
meant to represent earthquake demand. In Figure 4(left)
the monotonic response of the 10 storey building case (base
shear vs. top drift) is shown, representing the three differ-
ent configurations analysed: Bare Frame, Full Cladding and
Pilotis. As expected, an increase in stiffness and strength is
observed for FC and PI cases compared with BF due to the
presence of the elastic cladding panels.

In Figure 4(right) the activation of the plastic hinges is shown

for the three configurations at two different values of top
drift; 0.2% and 0.4% respectively. FC presents extensive
formation of plastic hinges at the second/third floor levels,
while the absence of claddings at the ground floor in the
PI case results in a higher shear demand at the ground
floor level which can lead, as expected, to a soft-storey
mechanism at that level.

For all the multi-storey frames studied (5-10-15 storeys),
the effects of claddings for both the FC and PI cases are
investigated and summarise in Table 2 comparing the
initial stiffness increment with the BF stiffness.

The initial stiffness ratio between the system with claddings
(K

x
) and the bare frame (K

BF
) is higher, especially as the

height of the frame decreases, underlining the positive
contribution of the claddings. In particular, the 5 storey case
presents a large increase compared with the other con-
figurations, especially for the FC configuration. This can likely
be attributed to the fact that the 5 storey frame has not been
designed as a 5 storey frame but has been derived from
the 10 storey frame. The consequence of this is that low
frame height compared to the frame width (length of the
base) means the frame is may behave like a squat frame.

4.2 Time-history analysis

Time-history analyses have been performed investigating
how the variables considered (panel distribution, building

Figure 4. Pushover analysis (10 storey case) – monotonic response (left); comparison of the damage mechanism with
activated plastic hinges at 0.2% and 0.4% top drift (right)

Table 2. Pushover analysis – stiffness increment compared with Bare Frame case

Numerical Study on the Seismic Interaction Between 2D Seismic Resisting Frames and Claddings
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Figure 5. Scaled spectra to S
a
=0.4g at the fundamental period

T
1
 and lognormal coefficient of variation β

height) can affect the response of the building. A suite of
fifteen recorded and scaled natural accelerograms have
been used (Pampanin et al. [15]). The records have been
scaled according to NZS1170:0 [16] and NZS1170:5 [12],
considering  S

a
=0.4g (Wellington, soil type C) as shown in

Figure 5. A period range of interest has been defined be-
tween T

min
 and T

max
 where T

min
=0.4T

1
 and T

max
=1.3T

1
. T

1
 is

the fundamental period of the structure equal to 1.665s
(mean of the fundamental periods of every system studied
in the parametric analysis).

The lognormal coefficient of variation is plotted in order to
show the dispersion across the spectrum. Because its value
is around 0.45 provided that the period is less than about
2.6s, the scaled suite is satisfactory (Figure 5). According
to FEMA-302 [17], two earthquake intensity levels have been
considered in the numerical analyses, subjecting the struc-
ture to two corresponding response spectra: the Design
Basis Earthquake (DBE) ground shaking (probability of
exceedance of 10% in 50 years) and the Maximum Consid-
ered Earthquake (MCE) ground shaking (probability of
exceedance of 2% in 50 years). Referring to the performance
objectives matrix (SEAOC [4]), the Basic Safety Objective
is attained when a structure achieves both the Life Safety
Performance level under the DBE level and the Collapse
Prevention Performance level under the MCE level.

Table 3. Median of the maximum drift of the tie-back connection

θ
max

 for the FC and PI cases under DBE and MCE intensity

In Figure 6 the results related only to the 10 storey case are
shown. Figure 6(left) presents the maximum interstorey drift
for BF, FC and PI. In correspondence of the second floor
the highest values of drift are concentrated for all the three
configurations analysed. This result is reflected in Figure
6(middle) and Figure 6(right) where the maximum and the
median drift are plotted for every floor of the tie-back con-
nections. In relation to the damage limit states presented in
Figure 2. The claddings of the PI case are particularly af-
fected by the earthquake, revealing the possibility of reach-
ing at least in one case a maximum drift which can lead to
the failure of the system.

Table 3 represents a summary of the results related to the
connections obtained from the time-history analyses. Re-
gardless of the number of storeys or the configuration type,
the highest connections drifts are always localised at the
second floor of the building. These results give a clear indi-
cation that the level of damage to claddings can be high,
even for a DBE.

5. SECTION B: risk assessment analysis for
cladding systems

In order to understand the probability of damage of some
of the cladding connections analyzed in the previous sec-

Numerical Study on the Seismic Interaction Between 2D Seismic Resisting Frames and Claddings

Figure 6. Maximum interstorey drift of the building (left), maximum and median drift of the cladding connections per storey
(FC – middle, PI – right) for Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) intensity
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tion, a seismic risk assessment is presented. The perfor-
mance of the cladding system under seismic load can be
estimated using the Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA)
procedure proposed by Vamvatsikos and Cornell [7]. IDA
allows the evaluation of various outcomes for given hazard
intensity levels, such as the Design Basis Earthquake (DBE)
or the Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) already
described in the last section. The 15 accelerograms pre-
sented previously are scaled from 0.1g to 1g with a step of
0.1g in relation to their spectral acceleration (S

a
). S

a
 has

been considered as the Intensity Measure (IM) as opposed
to Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) because it has been
observed from past researchers to be more appropriate
(Shome and Cornell [18]). In total, 150 analyses have been
performed for every connection analysed, considering the

Figure 8. Lognormal probability of occurrence
collapse/irreparability of the FC and PI buildings

maximum relative displacement between the frame and the
cladding (cladding connection drift) as the Engineering
Demand Parameter (EDP). The damage limit state of the
tie-back connections defined in Figure 2 has been defined
as the Damage Measure (DM). Three connections are herein
considered for the 10 storeys building already presented
with two different cladding panels distributions (FC and PI).
The choice of the connections is related to the
consideration from the analyses in Section A, as described
in Figure 7.

5.1 Derivation of fragility curves

The results of the IDA for the cases defined above are used
to find the probability of reaching/overcoming each
damage limit state as a function of the IM. Because non-
structural elements are dependent on not only their own
performance but the performance of the primary structure,
the fragility curves have been prescribed to take into
account of the occurrence global collapse using Eq. 1.
This concept has been widely described by Jalayer [19]
and is commonly referred to as "total probability".

P[EDP
I
 > edp|Sai] = P[EDP

i
 > edp|NC,Sai] . P[NC|Sai] +

P[EDP
i
 > edp|C, Sai] . P[C|Sai] Eq. 1

Where edp and EDP are the Engineering Demand Param-
eters (damage limit state obtained from the analysis), S

a
 is

the Spectral Acceleration.  NC represents ‘No Collapse’
while C is ‘Collapse’. For this study the condition of C (col-
lapse) has been represented by FEMA recommended drift
limit for ‘Collapse Prevention’ of a concrete frame of 4%
drift (FEMA 356 [20]). This therefore assumes that the struc-
ture either collapses or is damaged beyond repair and will
need to be demolished if it reaches a drift of 4% or greater.
Figure 8 shows the contribution of the irreparability of the
building condition.

This condition becomes particularly significant from 0.4g
onwards when the probability overcomes 10-15%. At 0.6g
half of the models are considered to be irreparably dam-
aged for both building types. At 1.0g, the probability of the
buildings overcoming the irreparability limit is around 80%
and 95% for FC and PI respectively. Fragility curves for the
connections can be derived based on these considerations.
The graphs related to the connections A and B of the FC
case are shown in Figure 9 using a lognormal cumulative
distribution for their representation.

As expected, Figure 9 shows that the position of the
connection up the building has a large influence on the
probability of damage. Connection A has a higher prob-
ability of damage compared with Connection B. For example
at 0.6g, Connection A has a 57% probability of being in
DS4, while Connection B this probability is only 32%. The
comparison between Connection A and B highlights how
the failure of the connections over the 8th floor is largely
attributed to the irreparable damage of the building rather
than to the failure of the actual connections.

Numerical Study on the Seismic Interaction Between 2D Seismic Resisting Frames and Claddings

Figure 7. Cladding connections monitored for the
risk assessment analysis
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5.2 Quantitative risk assessment

In order to determine damage probabilities of the cladding
system in relation to annual frequency, the seismic perfor-
mance predicted through IDA is required to be combined
with the consensus probabilistic seismic hazard map ap-
plicable to the location. Fragility curves are herein re-plot-
ted by changing the horizontal axis from the Intensity Mea-
sure IM to the annual probability pa or return period in years,
using the following seismic hazard relationship as a func-
tion of p

a
 (Maniyar et al. [21]):

Eq.2

Where S
a
 (T=475) and S

a
 (T=Tr) are the Spectra

Acceleration at the natural period of an earthquake with
respectively return period of 475 years and with return
period T

r 
(the target S

a
). The parameter q is dependent of

the local seismicity (0.333 for New Zealand).

Using this relationship it is possible to obtain the
probability of the defined damage states not being
exceeded for earthquake size of various annual probabili-
ties. Based on the annual probability or return period of the
earthquakes (in particular, DBE and MCE), Figure 10 shows
the likelihood of the induced damage being within the
limits of the four possible damage states for the connec-
tions A and B (FC case).

The information shown in Figure 10 can be translated into
tabular form as shown in Table 4. The table shows the
probability of the damage states not being exceeded (a)

Figure 9. Fragility curves of the connections A and B (FC case)

Numerical Study on the Seismic Interaction Between 2D Seismic Resisting Frames and Claddings

Figure 10. Quantitative risk assessment of connection A and B (FC case)
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and of being in a given damage state (b) for both the
connections A and B after DBE and MCE intensity earth-
quakes. For example, in case (a) if an earthquake of annual
frequency equal to DBE strikes, the probability of DS1 not
being exceeded is 1% for the connection A, while 66% for
the connection B. This highlights how connection B has a
very high probability to not being damaged (DS1 = 66%)
compared with A which will almost certainly be damaged
(>DS1 = 99%).

In case (b), if for example an earthquake with annual fre-
quency equal to MCE strikes, there is a 0% probability that
the damage state will be in DS1 for the connection A while
for the connection B there is a 23% probability. The prob-
ability of being in DS2 is respectively 17% and 10% and so
on. Thus, if the intensity of the earthquake is MCE there is
the certainty that connection A will be at least damaged in
minor/moderate way (DS2). Considering the two configu-
rations (FC and PI) and all the connections monitored, it is
possible to present a summary table (Table 5) where all the
results are interpreted in terms of the proportion of a large
number of cladding connections with the same character-
istics in similar buildings likely to undergo different levels of
damage in a seismic event of given intensity.

Each column adds to unity so each connection must be in
a given damage state. If for example it is desired to know
the probability of being in DS2 for a population of 1000 simi-
lar buildings (FC case) subjected to an earthquake with DBE
intensity, about 600, 50 and 650 (connections A, B and C
respectively) are likely to be in DS2. The same reasoning
can be made for another population of 1000 buildings
(PI case) with the same conditions just described. This time
640, 110, 750 (connections A, B and C respectively) are
likely to be in DS2.

Conclusions

The seismic behaviour of a typical newly designed reinforced
concrete multi-storey frame building has been analysed by
means of non-linear static and dynamic analyses with the
inclusion of common typologies of cladding systems.
Results confirm the high influence of cladding systems upon
the seismic performance of multi-storey buildings. An in-
crease of between 40 and 50% in initial stiffness is observed
for both cladding configurations compared to the bare-
frame. A higher strength is also observed for both cases.
The pilotis case exhibits a soft-storey mechanism as ex-
pected, but in general the maximum inter-storey drifts are
concentrated on the first three floors. This trend does not
appear to be dependent upon the number of floors or the
distribution of claddings. The stiffness ratio between the
claddings and the structure is higher, especially as the height
of the frame decreases, underlining the positive contribu-
tion of the claddings.

Based on the results collected in the first section, a seismic
risk assessment analysis was also presented in the form of
fragility functions. These were based on damage limit states
for cladding connections related to the differential displace-
ment between the structure and the cladding. This revealed
the significant variation in possible levels of cladding dam-
age throughout a building. The level of damage in the con-
nections is similar for the first 8 and 6 floors for the Full
Cladding and the Pilotis case, respectively.  Hereafter, the
failure of the upper connections is largely attributed to the
irreparable damage of the building rather than to the failure
of the actual connections. According to the fragility curves
presented, the main differences are observed in damage
states DS1 and DS2, which is in relation to the differential
damage up the height of the building. For example for a

Numerical Study on the Seismic Interaction Between 2D Seismic Resisting Frames and Claddings

Table 5. Probability of experience the same damage limit states in proportion of large number of cladding connections with
same characteristics in similar buildings

Table 4. Probability of damage not being exceed and of being in a given damage limit state for connection A and B (FC case)
with earthquake of DBE and MCE intensity
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DBE level earthquake, the probability of an upper level con-
nection being damaged is 66%, compared with a lower level
connection which has only a 1% probability of not being
damaged.

The use of a 2D model meant representing out-of-plane
failure due to high accelerations was not considered. There-
fore the analyses only took into account drift related dam-
age and failure of cladding panels. In order to expand upon
these results, analyses which include the sensitivity to both
drift and acceleration are suggested.
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Testing of Recycled Aggregate
Concrete by Non-Destructive Tests

Abstract

In the present paper an attempt was made to evaluate the
properties of recycled aggregate concrete using non-de-
structive tests. Also, an attempt was made to correlate the
compressive strength and density of recycled aggregate
concrete (RAC) with rebound hammer and ultrasonic pulse
velocity in this study. In the present investigation the recycled
coarse aggregate (RCA) is obtained from three different
demolished old structures viz: two RCC culverts of different
sources and a RCC slab of an old residential building. Form
each source of RCA three recycled aggregate concrete
mixes were prepared with 25%, 50% and 100%. In order to
assess the performance of RAC in comparison with normal
concrete, two normal concrete mixes prepared with 100%
natural coarse aggregate. All mixes were designed for M25
grade of concrete with free water to cement (w/c) ratio of
0.43. It was observed that irrespective of the source of RCA,
the compressive strength and density of recycled
aggregate concrete is lower than the normal concrete.
In addition, it was observed that the pulse velocity and
rebound number increased with the increase in strength
and density.

Key words

Recycled aggregate concrete (RAC), Compressive strength,
Density, rebound number, Ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV)

1. Introduction

The new zoning bye-laws, legitimization of squatter settle-
ments and increase in the urban population due to indus-
trial development have led to the demolition of structures in
the larger cities. Insufficient capacity of old road bridges for
present and future growing traffic and modernization of high-
way bridges needs the demolition of old bridges too. Also,
structures are destroyed due to either natural disasters such
as earthquakes, cyclones etc. or man-made disasters.
Hence, the entire world is facing the problem of handling
the waste material generated from the demolition. The Cen-
tral Pollution Control Board (CPCB) of India had estimated
the total solid waste generation as 48 million tonnes for the
year 2001 out of which 12 - 14.7 million tonnes from the
construction industry itself and by 2010 this value was
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predicted to be around 24 million tonnes (TIFAC Ed 2000).
Further, there is a large requirement of raw materials in the
construction sector in India. Projections for building mate-
rial requirement of the housing sector indicate a shortage
of aggregates to the extent of about 55,000 million cubic
meters. For achieving the target for road development up
to 2010, an estimated 750 million cubic meters of coarse
aggregate as sub-base material shall be required (TIFAC
Ed 2000). Recycling of aggregate material from the con-
struction and demolition waste may reduce the demand-
supply gap in both these sectors. The recycling technology
not only solves the problem of waste disposal, but reduces
the cost and preserves environment also. In addition, the
recycling and proper management of construction and
demolition waste gives better opportunities to handle the
other kinds of waste, as less land is used for dumping of
the construction and demolition waste.

The estimation of concrete strength in existing structures
using non-destructive tests is of considerable interest of
field engineers. Several national and international standards
recognized the various methods of non-destructive tests
as suitable (BS 6089 (1981)). Most of the non-destructive
test methods are suitable to estimate the other properties
of concrete than compressive strength. Among various test
methods, the rebound hammer and ultrasonic pulse veloc-
ity tests are the most commonly used non-destructive test
methods to estimate the compressive strength. Hence, in
the present investigation, an attempt is made to correlate
the strength, density, rebound number and pulse velocity
of recycled aggregate concrete made with different source
of recycled coarse aggregate.

2. Literature review

The research on the use of construction and demolition
waste as an aggregate in the production of concrete has
started since early 1950. The RILEM Technical committee
37 DRC published a state-of-the-art report on recycled
concrete as an aggregate for concrete covering the period
1945 - 1977 (Nixon 1978). The author concluded that the
past researchers examined the basic properties of concrete
made with recycled concrete as coarse aggregate and most
of the researchers found a good agreement on the
behaviour of the concrete, made with recycled aggregate.
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However, during this period most of the researchers have
used the laboratory tested specimens as recycled aggre-
gate in the production of concrete. Again in the year 1986,
the second state-of-the-art-report on the developments
between 1945 - 1985 on recycled aggregates and recycled
aggregate concrete has been published by Hansen (1986).
During this period, most of the researchers examined the
influence of recycled aggregate on various properties of
concrete and their utilization in non structural applications.
After 1980 till 2000 there was not much progress in the field
of recycled aggregate concrete. In the recent times, most
of the countries have identified the disposal of construction
and demolition waste as a serious problem. The research-
ers have started exploring on both aspects of field and labo-
ratory waste concrete as aggregate in the production of
concrete. Countries like UK, China, Japan, Germany, Hong
Kong, etc., have published some guidelines and specifica-
tions on the use of recycled aggregates and its use in con-
crete. Most of the researchers have found that the proper-
ties of RAC made with different percentages of RCA are
relatively weaker than those of normal concrete made with
natural aggregate (Bairagi et al. 1993; Rao 2005; Kou and
Poon 2008, Padmini et al. 2009). However, Etxeberria et al.
(2007), Rao et al. (2010) suggested 25% of RCA may be
used in the production of concrete. Few attempts have been
made on the correlation of strength and in-situ test results
of recycled aggregate concrete. Ravindrajah et al. (1987)
observed that the recycled aggregate influence the strength
of concrete cured under water. It was also reported that for
the same value of pulse velocity, the strength of recycled
aggregate concrete is more than that of normal concrete.

3. Experimental programme

3.1 Materials

Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) of 43 grade conforming
to Bureau of India Standard Specifications of IS: 8112 (1989)
with specific gravity 3.14 is used in this study. The locally
available natural sand and 20 mm maximum size natural
coarse aggregate available from the local quarries conform-
ing to the grading requirements of IS: 383 (1970) are used.
The recycled coarse aggregates are obtained from three
different demolished structures: two different demolished
old RCC culverts of different locations and a RCC slab of
an old residential building. The recycled coarse aggregate
obtained from the three sources are designated as RCA-
S1, RCA-S2 and RCA-S3 respectively. The important prop-
erties of both natural and recycled coarse aggregates are
presented in Table 1.

3.2 Concrete Mixes

Three recycled aggregate concrete mixes are prepared with
100% RCA obtained from each source. These mixes are
designated as MM-RAC, MK-RAC and MV-RAC respectively.
In all the mixes, the first letter represents the mix, the
second letter represents the source of RCA and RAC indi-
cate the recycled aggregate concrete. In order to assess
the performance of recycled aggregate concrete in com-
parison with normal concrete, two normal concrete mixes
were prepared with 100% natural coarse aggregate and
these are designated as M1-RAC0 and M2-RAC0 respec-
tively. One corresponding to the RAC made with RCA
obtained from the sources 1 and 2, and the other corre-
sponding to the RAC with source 3 RCA. The cement used
in the test is OPC 43 grade manufactured by Ultratech
Cement Co., India. While testing, some variation in the
chemical composition is observed and the same are
indicted in Table 2. Cement 1 is used for the RAC made
with sources 1 and 2 RCA and corresponding normal con-
crete and cement 2 is used in RAC made with source 3
RCA and in corresponding normal concrete. In all mixes
the locally available natural sand used as fine aggregate.
All mixes were designed for M25 grade of concrete in
accordance with BIS (IS: 10262-1982). In all mixes, the free
water-cement ratio was kept constant at 0.43 and slump
was maintained in the range of 50-60 mm by adding Sika
Viscocrete R-550 (l) superplasticiser. The details of all mixes
are presented in Table 2.

Table 1. Properties of coarse aggregate

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Properties of Recycled Coarse Aggregate

• From Table 1 it is observed that the specific gravity (SSD)
of recycled coarse aggregate is less than that of natural
aggregate. The specific gravity of recycled coarse ag-
gregate is in the range of 2.23 to 2.6 reported in the
literature. The specific gravity of RCA obtained from the
sources 2 (RCA-S2) and 3 (RCA-S3) are little lower than
those obtained from source 1 (RCA-S1). This may be

Table 2. Details of mix proportions (kg per cubic meter of concrete)

Testing of Recycled Aggregate Concrete by Non-Destructive Tests
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due to fact that the recycled coarse aggregates obtained
from these sources have 4% - 5% particles finer than
4.75 mm. This may be attributed to the adherence of
relatively higher quantity of old cement mortar to the
recycled aggregate. Due to lower specific gravity of re-
cycled coarse aggregates, there is a reduction in the
amount of recycled coarse aggregate to be used in the
recycled aggregate concrete.

• Table 1 shows the density of RCA obtained from all the
three sources are 10.6%, 15.2% and 14.6% respectively
lower than that of natural coarse aggregate. This is
mainly due to the old cement mortar which is adhered
to recycled coarse aggregate is light and porous in na-
ture. There is a little difference among the bulk density
of recycled coarse aggregates obtained from the three
different sources. This is obvious that the bulk density
of recycled coarse aggregate mainly depends on the
cement content attached which in turn depends on the
quality of source concrete.

• The water absorption of natural coarse aggregate is
1.121%. This value is expected for natural gravel. It is
worth noting that irrespective of source, the water ab-
sorption of recycled coarse aggregate is higher than
that of the natural coarse aggregate. This is expected
due to porous and high absorption capacity of old mor-
tar adhered to the aggregate in recycled aggregate. The
absorption capacity of the recycled coarse aggregate
is 2.7 to 3.5 times higher than that of natural aggregate.

4.2 Properties of Recycled Aggregate Concrete

4.2.1 Compressive strength

The compressive strength test is conducted on 150 mm
cubes at 28 days of curing in accordance with the guide-
lines of IS 516 (1959). The variation in 28 day compressive
strength of recycled aggregate concrete made with differ-
ent percentages of RCA obtained from all the three sources
are presented in Fig. 1.

strength after 28 days of curing. The variation in compres-
sive strength of RAC for different content of RCA reported
by different researchers is presented in Fig. 2

It shows that the present test results are similar to the re-
sults reported in the literature. The reduction in compres-
sive strength of RAC at 25%, 50% and 100% RCA obtained
from sources 1, 2 and 3 are 5.7%, 7.8%, 12.9%; 7.5%, 14.1%,
17.5% and 11.3%, 14.7%, 17.6% respectively compared to
normal concrete. These reductions in strength indicate that
25% RCA content does not influence much on compres-
sive strength of concrete.

4.2.2 Density

The density test on both normal and recycled aggregate
concrete are conducted in accordance with the guidelines
of ASTM C 642-06. The test results of density of normal
concrete and recycled aggregate concrete for different RCA
values obtained from all the three sources are presented in

It is observed that irrespective of the source of RCA the
compressive strength of RAC decreased with the increase
in percentage of recycled coarse aggregate. Nevertheless,
all recycled concrete mixes have achieved the target

Figure 1. Compressive strength variation with percentage of RAC

Figure 2. Variation in compressive strength with different
percentage of RCA reported by different researchers

Figure 3. Density of recycled aggregate concrete made with
RCA obtained from all the three sources

Fig. 3. Presented values are the average of three samples.

Fig. 3 reveals that in all the Sources of mixes the density of
RAC decreased with the increase in coarse aggregate
replacement percentage. The decrease in density may be
due to fact that the density of recycled coarse aggregates
are 1.12, 1.18 and 1.17 times lower in Sources 1, 2 and 3
than that of natural coarse aggregate. This may be attrib-
uted to the adherence of light and porous nature of old
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cement mortar to the recycled aggregates. The density of
RAC made with 25% to 100% RCA obtained from Sources
1 and 2 are in the range of 2329 kg/m3 to 2175 kg/m3 and
2349 kg/m3 to 2148 kg/m3 respectively against 2415 kg/m3

for normal concrete. Similarly, the density of RAC made with
25 to 100% RCA obtained from Source 3 is in the range of
2405 kg/m3 to 2238 kg/m3 against 2435 kg/m3 for normal
concrete. In general the density of normal concrete made
with natural aggregate is in the range of 2200 - 2600 kg/m3

(Neville 2006). The density of RAC made with Source 3 RCA
is relatively higher than that of RAC made with other Sources
of RCA. As discussed earlier, more particles (5%) finer than
4.75 mm in Source 3 RCA, the density of the mixes may
increase relatively. The reduction in density of recycled ag-
gregate concrete made with RCA obtained from sources 1,
2 and 3 are in the range of 3.6 to 10%, 2.7 to 11.1% and 1.2
to 8.1% respectively compared to the concrete with natural
coarse aggregate. This reduction may be advantage where
dead weight is a problem and where light weight concrete
is required. In concrete structures the self-weight contribu-
tion is a major portion of the total load on the structure.
Therefore, by using RAC of low density with reasonable
strength, smaller sections may be adopted thereby the foun-
dation size can be reduced.

4.2.3 Non-Destructive Test Results

The non-destructive tests are useful for the assessment of
homogeneity and quality of concrete. Though there are
many tests available, in the present study only rebound
hammer test and ultrasonic pulse velocity tests are used.
Three samples are used for each test and the mean values
are presented. On each sample the pulse velocity, rebound
number tests are conducted.

(a) Ultrasonic pulse velocity

The test results of ultrasonic pulse velocity and compres-
sive strength of RAC made with different percentages of
recycled coarse aggregate obtained from all the three
Sources are shown in Table 3.

It is observed that irrespective of the Source of RCA the
ultrasonic pulse velocity of recycled aggregate concrete
decreased with the increase in recycled coarse aggregate
percentage. This may be due to the change in porosity of
recycled coarse aggregates and the presence of more num-
ber of micro cracks in recycled aggregates. The recycled
aggregates generally consist of strong natural aggregates
with more porous cement mortar attached to them. Similar
result is reported in the literature (Ravindrarajah et al. 1987).
Compared to normal concrete, there is a reduction of 1.9 to
9.4% in UPV in RAC with 25 - 100% RCA obtained from
Source 1. Similarly, the reduction in UPV in RAC with 25 -
100% RCA obtained from Sources 2 and 3 are 1.9 - 10%
and 5.5 - 10.8% respectively compared to the correspond-
ing normal concrete. In addition, it is observed that the pulse
velocity of RAC for all the percentages of RCA obtained
from all Sources are in the range of 4.181 km/s to 4.66 km/
s and the same for normal concrete is 4.69 to 4.75 km/s.
This indicates the uniformity of concrete mixes. According
to IS: 13311-1992 (Part 1), the quality of concrete graded
as excellent and good when the pulse velocity is more than
4.5 km/s and 3.5 to 4.5 km/s respectively.

The variation in pulse velocity under compressive stress for

Table 3. Ultrasonic pulse velocity, rebound number and compressive strength of both normal and recycled aggregate concrete
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Figure 4. Ultrasonic pulse velocity variation under stress for
RAC with Source 1 RCA
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RAC made with different percentages of RCA obtained from
all the three sources is presented in Figs. 4 - 6 respectively.

It is observed that the variation in pulse velocity with stress
is almost similar in both normal concrete and recycled ag-
gregate concrete with all sources of RCA. Further, it reveals
that the pulse velocity increases with the increase in strength
up to 4-5 MPa and then it is constant with further increase
in stress up to 30 to 35 MPa and thereafter starts decrease
with further increase in stress up to failure. The initial in-
crease in velocity may be due to restructuring of the inter-
nal microcracks in the material. As the load increases these
microcracks gets widened and the velocity is reduced. At
the time of failure the drop in velocity is higher in case of
RAC with higher percentage of RCA (50 - 100%) when com-
pared to normal concrete and RAC with lower percentage
of RCA.

(b) Relationship between compressive strength,
density  and pulse velocity

The compressive strength of concrete is one of the prime
properties of structural concrete. Hence, the strength and
pulse velocity relation is obtained from the experimental
results. The compressive strength and density is a function
of pulse velocity for RAC with all percentages of RCA ob-
tained from all the Sources is presented in Fig. 7.

It is observed that both compressive strength and density
are decreased with the decrease in pulse velocity. A re-
gression analysis between compressive strength and pulse
velocity and density and pulse velocity are performed to
obtain a correlation coefficient equal to 0.6 and 0.7 by us-
ing exponential and linear models respectively which are
the best fitted curves for the relationships under study. The
obtained relationships are indicated in Eqn.1 for compres-
sive strength (f

ck
) and pulse velocity (V) and Eqn.2 for den-

sity (?) and pulse velocity (V).

Compressive strength f
ck

 = 15.66 X e0.243XV (R2 = 0.36) (1)

Density ρ = 325.7 X V + 858.6 (R2 = 0.5) (2)

Where f
ck

 is in MPa, ρ is in kg/m3 and V is in km/s.

(c) Rebound number

The rebound hammer test is conducted as per the proce-
dure given in BIS (IS: 13311-1992 (Part 2)). It is classified
as hardness test and it is based on the principle that the
rebound of an elastic mass depends on the surface hard-
ness against which the mass impinges. It measures only
the surface zone properties. The test results of rebound
hammer for both normal concrete and recycled aggregate
concrete made with different percentages of recycled
coarse aggregate obtained from all the Sources are vide
Table 2. It is observed that the rebound number decreases
as the recycled coarse aggregate percentage increases.
In addition, it is observed that there is a large difference in
rebound number between normal concrete and recycled
aggregate concrete made with all percentages of recycled
coarse aggregate. The rebound number for normal con-
crete is 26 to 31, whereas, the same for RAC with 25 to
100% RCA obtained from Source 1 is in the range of 20 to
16 and for RAC with same percentages of RCA from Sources
2 and 3 are is 17 to 13 and 27 to 29 respectively. This may
be due to the more porous nature of recycled aggregates
due to weak cement paste that is adhered to them.

(d) Relationship between compressive strength and
rebound number

Fig. 8 shows the compressive strength is a function of
rebound number for RAC with all percentages of RCA
obtained from all Sources.

Figure 5. Ultrasonic pulse velocity variation under stress for
RAC with Source 2 RCA

Figure 6. Ultrasonic pulse velocity variation under stress for
RAC with Source 3 RCA

Figure 7. Compressive strength and density are as function of
pulse velocity
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A regression analysis between compressive strength and
rebound number is carried out to obtain a correlation coef-
ficient equal to 0.67 by using a power  model which is the
best fitted for the relationships under study. The obtained
relationship is indicated in Eqn.3.

Compressive strength f
ck

 = 24.16 X N0.213 (R2 = 0.67) (3)

Where f
ck

 is in MPa and N is a number.

It reveals that the compressive strength decreased with the
decrease in rebound number.

5. Closing Remarks

Compressive strength, density, rebound number and pulse
velocity of both normal and recycled aggregate concrete
with different percentage of recycled coarse aggregate
obtained from three different sources are studied. Based
on the test results the following conclusions may be drawn.

The compressive strength and density of recycled
aggregate concrete are relatively lower than those of
corresponding normal concrete. However, inclusion of 25%
RCA in RAC does not affect significantly the properties of
concrete. The pulse velocity and rebound number of
RAC are decreased with the increase in RCA content.
Nevertheless, the results of pulse velocity of RAC indicate
the quality of concrete is good. The stress level in concrete
influences the pulse velocity of both normal and recycled
aggregate concrete. The compressive strength and
density are related with pulse velocity using exponential
and linear best fit curves respectively. However, more
data is required to make the exact relationship among
these properties.
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